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Abstract 

The novel "Self-Decorrelation" and "Fractional Self-Decorrelation" techniques 

are herein proposed to enhance the multipath constructive summation capabil-

ity and the interference rejection capability for the family of maximum-SINR 

blind space-time DS-CDMA RAKE receivers designed to tackle the near-far 

problem in DS-CDMA cellular mobile communication. 

The "self-decorrelation" technique is used to increase the output SINR in 

the family of maximum-SINR blind space-time RAKE receivers proposed by 

Chen, Zoltowski k Ramos [1] and Wong, Lok, Lehnert k Zoltowski [2] with 

the assumption that the multipath delay spread occupies only a small frac-

tion of the symbol duration, such as in the IS-95 standard. The optimum 

beamforming weight vector for combining the desired user's multipaths is the 

largest generalized eigenvector of the matrix pencil pair. The matrix pencil pair 

is composed of signal-plus-interference-and-noise (S+I+N) space-time correla-

tion matrix and interference-plus-noise (I+N) space-time correlation matrix, 

which are originally formed by segmenting the post-correlation symbol interval 

into S+I+N segment and I+N segment respectively. 
V' 

The proposed "self-decorrelation pre-processing" is the orthogonal projec-

tor with respect to the vector space spanned by the desired user's signature se-

quence and its time-delayed versions up to the duration of a cluster of "fingers" 

in a symbol interval. After the pre-processing of the received baseband signal, 

the I+N space-time correlation matrix is formed by using the pre-processing 

output where the signal-of-interest (SOI) energy is completely removed in a 
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symbol interval This is a significant step to remove a trace of SOI energy in 

I+N segment in the original algorithm, which a more accurate I+N space-time 

correlation matrix is estimated, without the despreading process. As a result, 

the optimum beamforming weight vector for element-space-only ^ beamformer 

is more accurately estimated. 

The proposed "fractional self-decorrelation" pre-processing technique could 

be applied to the family of maximum-SINR blind space-time RAKE receivers 

developed by Chen, Zoltowski k Ramos [1] but the multipath fading delay 

spread could approach the whole symbol duration. It is the extension of self-

decorrelation pre-processing when the multipath delay spread is no longer as-

sumed to be within a small fraction of the symbol interval. A typical appli- • 

cation is in the high-speed data communication for next generation mobile 

communication. 

"Fractional self-decorrelation pre-processing" is the eigen-subspace orthog-

onal to the vector space spanned by selecting a certain number of largest 

singular-value column vectors of the column space which is spanned by the 

desired user's signature sequence and all its time-delayed versions within a 

symbol duration. This eigen-subspace acts as a projector with arbitary dimen-

sions, but should not equal to the full dimension of the vector space spanned 

by all time samples in a symbol duration. The purpose of the fractional self-

decorrelation pre-processing is to remove those desired user's multipaths with 

dominant signal energy at the receivers so that the I+N space-time correla-

tion matrix is formed, with much of the SOPs dominant energy removed. The 

‘ newly estimated element-space beamforming weight vector is more accurate 

than the original methods developed by Naguib et.al.[3], Liu k Zoltowski [4], 

Liu k Geraniotis [5] and Luo h Blostein [6 . 

iQne of the receiver architectures in the family of receivers in Chen et.al. [1] 
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論文摘要 

本論文的貢獻是建議採用兩種新穎的技術去改善一系列的肓空時處理計 

劃，本文稱這兩種技術分別爲自分離相關(self-decorrelation)和部分自分離相關 

(fractional self-decorrelation)前處理技術。這些肓空時處理計劃原本是應用於一個 

家族的接收器的，而這家族是應用最大信干噪比(SINR)的準則於異步碼分多址 

(DS-CDMA)多徑衰落的肓空時RAKE接收器上來測量它的精測表現，這些接收 

器利用一系列肓空時處理方法來解決遠近(near-far)問題。本文建議的兩種技術能 

改善應用於該家族接收器裏應用的肓空時處理計劃，令接收器的輸出信干噪比增 

加來解決遠近問題。這兩種技術是透過增加多徑建設性叠加的能力和對抗干擾的 

能力去改善該系列肓空時處理計劃的。 

自分離相關技術能應用於Chen et.al. [1]等作者所提出的一系列多徑衰落的 

肓空時RAKE接收器上，這類接收器的發展是基於一個假設的，多徑時延分佈 

的時間長度只佔符號時間長度的一小部分。現在流動通訊市場上應用的CDMA 
制式一IS-95標準就是一個例子。應用了建議的技術後，最佳的發射波束形成權 ‘ . 

向量仍是原本提出的最大普遍化特徵向量(largest generalized eigenvector) ’這向量 

是從一對矩陣所得到的，這對矩陣分別是信+干+噪(S+I+N)和干+噪(I+N)空時相 

關矩陣，在Chen et.al. [1]等作者這一對矩陣原是在同一解擴後的符號時段裏分開 

兩段不同時段一(S+I+N)時段和(I+N)時段來形成的。 

自分離相關技術其實是一個正交投影器，這投影器所形成的子空間是正交於 

一個子空間，這子空間就是利用指定用戶的擴頻碼和它的時延至多徑時延分佈的 

向量所展延的。所以，當收集到的基底信號經過自分離相關器處理後，干噪空時 

相關矩陣可以利用自分離相關器的輸出數據來形成，而不須要用Chenet.al. [1] 
等作者所提出的原本方法，這輸出數據的好處是在符號時段裏，指定用戶的信號 

肯g量能完全消去，所以干噪空時相關矩陣能更準確的計算出來。 

部分自分離相關技術也可應用於Chen et.al. [1]等作者所建議的一個家族的 

接收器上，而又不受制於Chen et.al. [1]等作者所提出的假設，多徑衰落時分佈能 

平均分佈於整段符號週期。最典型的例子是水聲信號通訊系統。 

其實這技術是一個正交特徵子空間，正交於的特徵子空間是從指定用戶擴頻 

碼和它的時延至整段符號週期的向量裏選出某一數目的最大特徵向量來展延。而 

這特徵子空間的維數是可以任意的，但不能等於被所有在符號週期內的時間樣本 

形成的時延向量所展延的空間維數。這種處理技術的目的在於將擁有較多能量的 

指定用戶的多徑信號消除，從而令到所得的(干+噪)空時相關矩陣和發射波束形 

成權向量，比 Naguib et.al.[3]; Liu&Zoltowski [4]; Liu&Geraniotis [5]和 

Luo&Blostein [6]等作者建議的方法更準確。 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 The Problem 

Nowadays, wireless communication is one of the major parts of communication 

among fiber optics and computer communication network. It is widely used 

in our daily life such as radio/TV broadcast, cellular mobile phones and GPS 

(global positioning system). Also, wireless communication is widely applied 

in the military such as in acoustic underwater communication and satellite 

communication. 

The research in wireless communication is hence rapidly developed. There 

are several research areas in wireless communication including multiple ac-

cess techniques, wireless networking design, fading channel modelling, source 

coding, channel error-correcting codes, information theory, diversity and equal-

ization. 

There are three main kinds of multiple access methods including FDMA 
V 

(frequency division multiple access), TDM A (time division multiple access) 

and CDMA (code division multiple access). 

Multiple access techniques used in wireless communication is to share a 

finite amount of radio spectrum with many mobile phone users simultaneously. 

This is an advantage because the system capacity will be fully utilized assuming 

that acceptable reception quality is maintained. In a densely populated region, 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 2 

the number of potential concurrent mobile phone users is large. The increase in 

system capacity will accommodate more users and avoid blocked calls at busy 

period. For commercial wireless communication system operators, increasing 

the capability to serve more mobile phone users will lower its operation cost and 

hence make a greater profit. So, multiple access schemes are necessary issues 

in multi-user wireless communication system with limited radio spectrum. 

In the thesis, we focus on CDMA since this is a state-of-the-art multiple 

access technique used in 3G (third generation) cellular mobile communication 

in the near future and it is an important technique widely used in military 

communication for its better security due to the low probability of intercept , 

and anti-jamming capability. 

1.2 Overview of CDMA 

CDMA is one of the multiple access techniques among FDMA and TDMA. 

Each user in a cell 丄 is assigned to a codeword or signature sequence. This 

codeword is usually generated by a pseudo-noise sequence generator. The 

generated pseudo-noise sequence has some important characteristics, for ex-

ample, there are very low correlation between all the shifted versions of the 

same sequence and very low cross-correlation among the sequences assigned to 

each user. These two properties are to lower the interfering effect caused by 

the multipath fading and the other multiple access interfering sources. The 

pseudo-noise sequence will then map to some waveforms. For example, in 

non-return-to-zero (NRZ) line coding scheme, bits '1' and '0' are mapped to a 

pair of anti-podal rectangular pulses. The signature sequence will result in a 

noise-like waveform after the NRZ pulse mapping. The resulting waveform is 

called a spreading signal. This spreading signal is then used to modulate our 

l A small geographic area with a base station monitoring a group of radio channels. 
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information-bearing baseband signal, which is called Spread Spectrum mod-

ulation technique. The resulting spread spectrum baseband signal will be a 

noise-like signal with approximate flat-top power spectral density, which is 

like the power spectral density of a white Gaussian noise random process. 

Therefore, each user in the same cell might manipulate other multiple access 

interfering sources as additive noise with flat-top power spectral density. 

We purposely make the transmission bandwidth a several orders of magnitude 

larger than the information data transmission rate. Though it seems that 

spread spectrum is not bandwidth efficient when only one user is in the sys-

tem. However, it will be bandwidth efficient when multiple users share the 

same frequency spectrum by using spread spectrum modulation technique, as-

suming that each user does not interfere with each other. 

Therefore, in DS-CDMA system, the transmitted signal of each user is mod-

ulated by a unique spreading signal controlled by a pseudo-noise sequence. It 

allows multiple users transmitting message signals occupying the same radio 

spectrum at the same time. 

1.3 Problems Encountered in Direct-Sequence 

(DS)CDMA 

1.3.1 Multipath Fading Scenario in DS-CDMA Cellular 

Mobile Communication 
V 

Multipath fading scenario exists in the cellular mobile communication. When 

a mobile phone user transmits its information-bearing signal, this signal will 

become several multipaths when it arrives at the base-station since there are 

often some reflecting objects and scatterers between the base-station and the 

mobile phone users. This constantly changing channel environment will cause 

distortion of signal amplitude, phase and multipath propagation delay spread. 
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Since multipath propagation delay lengthens the arrival time of the transmitted 

signal, inter-symbol interference will often occur. Therefore, several amplitude-

attenuated, time-delayed and phase-shifted replicas of the original transmitted 

signal will arrive at the base-station. 

In DS-CDMA, there are multiple active users concurrently sharing the same 

radio spectrum. Each user will have its own series of amplitude-attenuated, 

phase-shifted and time-delayed multipath signals arriving at the base-station. 

Hence, the desired user's transmitted signal, the other multiple access users' 

(multiple access interference, heretofore designated as MAI) transmitted sig-

nal together with the additive noise produced by the base-station receivers' , 

hardware exist in the CDMA communication channel. 

Therefore, at the base-station receiver, it needs to sum the desired user's 

multipath signal constructively and simultaneously suppress the multiple ac-

cess interfering sources' multipath signal. 

1.3.2 Near-Far Problem 

Originally, each user in DS-CDMA system is assigned to a signature sequence 

which is orthogonal to each other. After the spread spectrum modulation of 

each user's transmitted baseband signal, the orthogonality is preserved. How-

ever, due to the multipath fading , the orthogonality is lost. The received 

multipath signals of the desired user at the base-station are correlated with 

those of MAI. Therefore, each user in DS-CDMA system interferes with each 

, other. The desired user could not manipulate the MAI as additive white noise 

alone since there is non-zero cross-correlation between the received multipath 

signals of each user, making worse reception quality, especailly when the re-

ceived signal powers are varied distinctively at the base-station receiver. For 

example, the desired user who is very near to the base-station transmits its 

signal to the base-station and at the same time, there is a MAI far away from 
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the base-station near the boundary of the cell transmits its message signal. 

The received multipath signals' power varies a lot. The user near the base-

station will result in a much higher signal power received at the base-station 

while the user at the boundary of the cell will have a weaker signal power 

arriving at the base-station. Since there is a non-zero cross-correlation among 

the multipath signals of the desired user and those of the MAI, the user with a 

higher multipath signals' power received at the base-station will be dominant. 

This causes a strong interfering effect to the other users within the same cell. 

In other words, there is an irreducible error floor to each active user in the 

DS-CDMA system at the base-station receiver. So, optimal power allocation , 

scheme to each active user is necessary to equalize the received signal power 

levels at the base-station to avoid the dominant interfering effect. 

"Near-Far “ problem is inherent in DS-CDMA system because of the non-

zero cross correlation among all the multipath signals of all users and the 

unequalized received signal powers due to the various distances between the 

users and the base-station. Hence, at the base-station receiver, the unequal re-

ceived signal power of all users will result in uncontrolled and severe interfering 

effect to each user in the system. 

1.4 Delimitation and Significance of the The-

sis 

, This thesis research focuses on improving the bit error rate(BER) performance 

of a class of family of blind space-time RAKE receivers with single-user-type 

detectors by deriving a more accurately estimated beamforming weights which 

is applied to the post-despreaded baseband data at each antenna element. 

This is equivalent to solving the aforementioned near-far problem so that the 

interfering effect caused by both correlated multipaths of the desired user and 
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those of MAI ；and unequalized received signal powers due to the distinctive 

distances between each user and the base-station, will be decreased. 

At the base-station, if there is only one antenna, the conventional RAKE 

receiver could only apply some weighting coefficients on the received post-

despreaded signal to give out the increased signal-to-interference-plus-noise 

ratio (SINK) baseband data output for later bit decision making. However, 

if there is an array of antenna, reception diversity will increase. This means 

that we could choose and sum up those high-SINR fingers constructively from 

different post-despreaded baseband data at each antenna element in the array. 

Each finger in the post-despreaded baseband data is corresponding to one , 

resolvable time-delayed multipath signal of the desired user. This task could be 

done by applying some weighting coefficients across both spatial and temporal 

fingers in the post-despreaded baseband data at each antenna element. The 

resulting weighted baseband data output will have its SINR increased to lower 

the bit error rate at the bit decision making process. 

This family of receivers is "blind" because the receiver does not need to 

know the desired user's multipath signals' direction of arrival, arrival time 

delay，attenuated amplitude, phase and polarization state distortions. In con-

ventional RAKE receiver, the above information is necessary to sum all the 

desired user' multipath signals constructively and reject strong multiple access 

interference. This information is usually given to the receiver at the base-

station through the pilot channel such as in the IS-95 standard. This is an 

disadvantage because the extra bandwidth will be occupied by sending training 

sequence between the base-station and the mobile phone users. 

With a more accurately estimated beamforming weight vector, we could 

use it to form a beam pattern pointing a direct gain towards the desired user's 

location while nulling out the direction of arrival of the multiple access inter-

ference. This will provide a spatial reception diversity to the receiver. 

In short, this thesis research proposes two novel techniques, which are used 
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to improve the performance of the family of blind space-time RAKE receivers 

in Chen et.al. [1] with single-user-type detectors applied. The derived beam-

forming weight vector will then be more accurately estimated ；hence the two 

techniques significantly increase the beamformer's output SINR and hence the 

irreducible error floor, due to the non-zero cross-correlations among the mul-

tipaths of all users, will be removed and the bit error rate will be decreased. 

1.5 Summary 

Two new techniques are proposed in the thesis.They are named "self-decorrelation" , 

and "fractional self-decorrelation" techniques which aim to remove the signal 

of interest (SOI) energy completely in the I+N data group but with no ex-

cessive distortion. Hence, a more accurate I+N spatial (Naguib et.al.[3]) or 

space-time (Chen et.al. [1]) correlation matrix is formed for later generalized 

eigen-decomposition procedure for estimating optimum beamforming weight 

vector. These two techniques significantly improve the performance of the 

family of maximum-SINR blind space-time DS-CDMA RAKE receivers devel-

oped by Wong, Lok, Lehnert k Zoltowski [2] and Chen,Zoltowski and Ramos 

1]. The proposed "fractional self-decorrelation" pre-processing has a compa-

rable performance with the interference cancellation methods developed in Liu 

& Geraniotis [5] and Luo k Blostein [6], but without the need to double the 

channel capacity occupied by each multiple access user in the cell. It has a 

notable improvement compared with Naguib et.al. [3] where a significant SOI 
V. 

energy exists in the I+N data group. It is also not constrained by the assump-

tion that the multipath delay spread is within a small fraction of a symbol 

duration, as in Chen et.al. [1] and Wong et.al. [2 . 
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1.6 Scope of the Thesis 

Chapter 2 will be divided into two sections. Section 2.1 describes the space-

time data model in DS-CDMA. Section 2.2 includes the literature review of a 

class of signal processing schemes applied at the family of "blind" space-time 

RAKE receivers and the weakness in those algorithms. 

Chapter 3 will describe how the "self-decorrelation" technique is used to 

increase the output SINK in the family of receiver structures developed by 

Chen et. al. [1]. The simulation results of the proposed technique used in the 

Element-Space-Only (ESO) RAKE receiver ^ will be shown. 

Chapter 4 will explain how the "fractional self-decorrelation" technique • 

is used to improve the performance of signal processing schemes without the 

assumption made by Wong et.aL[2]. The simulation results comparing the 

schemes of Naguib et.al.[3], Liu k Geraniotis [5] and Luo & Blostein [6] with 

the proposed scheme will be included. 

Chapter 5 includes the complexity analysis and the detailed schematics of 

the two proposed techniques applied in the Element-Space-Only (ESO) RAKE 

receiver. 

Chapter 6 discusses the conclusion and summary of the contribution of 

the thesis. Future work will also be included. 

2ESO RAKE receiver is one of the receiver structures in the family of receivers developed 
in Chen et.al.[l]. 



Chapter 2 

Literature Review of Blind 

Space-Time Processing in a 

wireless CDMA Receiver 

2.1 General Background Information 

2.1.1 Time Model of K-User Chip-Synchronous CDMA 

There are two basic synchronous CDMA channel models by Verdu [13]. They 

are continuous-time and discrete-time AT-user channel models. Basic continuous-

time synchronous CDMA K-user channel model is shown below. 

K -

2 / � =̂  AkbkSk(t) + an(t),t G [0, T] (2.1) 
k=l 

� The notation of the above equation is defined as follows. T is the inverse of 

the data rate. Sk(t) is the deterministic signature waveform assigned to the 

^th user, with unit energy. The signature waveforms are assumed to be zero 

outside the interval [0,T], and hence, without inter-symbol interference. Ak 

is the received amplitude of the 左th user's signal, bk G {—1,+1} is the bit 

transmitted by kth user. n{t) is white Gaussian noise with unit power spectral 

density. Variable t symbolizes the continuous time index. 

9 
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This fundamental equation models the K users simultaneously sharing the 

same channel frequency spectrum (co-channel users) in the continuous time 

case. We assume the transmitters and the receivers know the clock information 

of each other and there is no time delay of the signal transmission path between 

the transmitters and the receivers. Also, each user is assumed to have one 

transmission path. The corrupting source to the transmitted signal is only 

the Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) without the effect of dispersive 

multipath fading. Below is the counterpart in the discrete-time case. 

K 

y[i] = ^ AkbkSk[i] + (Tn[i],i G Z,a set of intergers (2.2) ‘ 
k=l • 

We assume the sampling rate is 1 sample per unit time for mathematical 

simplicity. Variable i represents the discrete time index. 

2.1.2 Dispersive Channel Modelling 

For the mobile radio propagation models, there are two types, large-scale path 

loss model and small-scale multipath fading model described in Rappaport [14 

and Cheng [15 . 

In the small-scale fading model, the two common types are flat fading 

and frequency-selective fading. The flat fading channel model is used if the 

bandwidth of transmitted signal is narrow compared with the coherent channel 

bandwidth. In contrast, it is appropriate to use the frequency-selective fading 

channel if the bandwidth of the transmitted signal is wide compared with 

the coherent bandwidth of the wireless channel. The following gives the two 

Rappaport [14] models. 

(a)Flat fading channel model described in Rappaport [14] and 

Cheng's lecture notes [15]: 

Multipath fading channel gain a{t) could be modelled as: 

a � �+ j a Q � (2.3) 
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where a / � and ag � follow Gaussian distribution but are independent of each 

other at any time t. 

In magnitude and phase representation: 

a � =| | a � ||e)•洲’ (2.4) 

where 

m = 譜),I|a�II = ^ai[tf + aQ[tf (2.5) 

The random variable q follows a uniform distribution in [0’ 27r] while ||a�| 

follows the Raleigh distribution. 

The flat fading channel can be interpreted as a random complex gain mul- . 

tiplying to the transmitted signal and hence altering the amplitude and phase 

of the transmitted signal Also, from Verdu [13], we have a similar expression. 

For the random complex gain Ak[i], 

Ak[i\ = AkR\i], (2.6) 

where i is an integer representing the discrete time index. 

The probability density function of R is: 

r _ r2 
fR(r) = — ’ which is the Raleigh distribution (2.7) 

and the phase of Ak[i] is uniformly distributed in [0,27r]. That is，if 0 denotes 

the phase of , the probability density function of 0 is fe{0)=去.It shows 

that Ak[i] is a random complex gain multiplying to the transmitted baseband 

signal, which is the effect of flat fading channel. 

(b)Frequency-selective fading channel model in Rappaport[14] and 

Cheng's lecture notes [15]: 

Frequency-selective fading channel model could be expressed as the summa-

tion of a series of amplitude-attenuated, time-delayed and phase-shifted repli-

cas with flat-fading parameters corrupting each multipath at any time t. The 
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mathematical formulation of the channel impulse response is as follows. As-

sume that there are N multipaths at any time t giving 

N-L 

hbit, r) = Y^ a^t, _ 丁柳 (2.8) 

i=0 

Graphically,equation 2.8 is shown in Figure 2.1. 
• 

N y ^ t 个 I t 
• T(t3) ‘ 

X t' t ^ T � 

^ t! L xt xl 午.> _ 
Figure 2.1: An example of the time varying continuous-time impulse response 
HB{T, T) model of a multipath radio channel 

aiit.r) and ri{t) are the real amplitudes and excess delays of ith multipath 

component at time t. The phase term 2ttfcTi{t~) + (t)i{t, r) represents the phase 

shift due to free space propagation of the zth multipath component plus any 

additional phase shifts encountered in the channel We choose the frequency-

selective fading model in the thesis since we are interested in investigating the 

inter-symbol interference (ISI) effect caused by correlated multipath signals of 

the desired user and those of MAI at the base-station receivers. 

The slow frequency-selective fading model is considered in the thesis by 

assuming that the channel is time-invariant within the duration of a symbol 

period. That is, the coherence time is much longer than one symbol period. 

This is because we are interested in the effect of inter-symbol interference due 

to the correlated multipaths of the desired user (self-ISI) and those of MAI 
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at the receivers. Hence, the time-varying effect of the channel parameters is 

not discussed in our analysis, but it is a critical factor in the investigation of 

adaptation and tracking ability of a wireless receiver in the fast fading channel 

in [16:. 

2.1.3 Combination of K-user CDMA Time Model with 

the Slow Frequency-Selective Fading Channel Model 

to form a completed Chip-Synchronous CDMA 

Time Model 

There are some equations modelling the K-user CDMA channel model with 

the corrupting sources from both dispersive channel mentioned in the section 

2.1.2 and additive noise. 

Example 1: 

From the work of Mudulodu k Paulraj [17], 
oo 

舰=E工、〜嫩t - nTc) + 彻 (2.9) 
n=—oo 

where, 

hm is the channel response from the transmitter to the mth antenna of the 

jth user; 

r c � is the transmitted baseband signal of jth user; 

Vm is the additive noise; 

� l/Tc is the signature chip rate;and 

n denotes the chip index. 

This equation models the received baseband signal yli\t) of the jth user at 

mth element in the antenna array. If we sum up all the transmitted signal of 

the multiple access users within the cell, the following equation will result. 

Example 2: 

From Ramos,Zoltowski and Liu [18], if we have J users with each of which has 
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Lk multipaths arriving at the antenna, the received baseband signal could be 

characterized as: 

J Lk 
对” = I ] Q E pi^i^iMt - ri) + n⑴ (2.10) 

k=l 1=1 

and s刹二 E 二 — ( 亡 - n T , ) 
where, 

Sk(t) is the baseband signal transmitted from the kth user; 

bk{n) denotes the nth symbol bit value; 

Ck{t) represents the code assigned to kth user; 

a{6[) is the array manifold; . 

k̂ 2-D (azimuth and elevation) is the direction of arrival; 

Tft is the bit period; 

(̂ k characterizes the received amplitude of kth user's direct path; 

Pk represents the complex number showing the attenuated amplitude and 

shifted phase of kth user's Ith multipath; 

—k is the arrival delay of the kth user's Ith multipath; and 

n(t) denotes the additive white Gaussian noise. 

From equation 2.10, this sums each user's self-ISI to give us DS-CDMA commu-

nication channel. Similarly, we could add all multiple access users's multipath 

signals together within the system in equation 2.9 to give 

ym{t~) = Y y �� (2.11) 
allj 

All the above-mentioned examples show that if we combine the multipath 

fading channel model in section 2.1.2 with the K-user CDMA channel model 

in section 2.1.1, this will be the summation of all self-ISI (due to the desired 

user's own multipaths) and MAI's multipaths with each of them multiplied by 

a random complex gain which changes the multipath signal's amplitude and 

phase. Also, there is an arrival delay for each multipath signal. 
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2.1.4 Spatial Channel Model with Antenna Array [9 

The aforementioned models are the completed chip-synchronous DS-CDMA 

time models. Since we have an array of antenna elements, we have to derive a 

suitable model manipulating both temporal and spatial raw received baseband 

data at each antenna element. 

Spatial channel model with antenna array refers to digital beamforming. 

Digital beamforming combines the two major advances in monolithic microwave 

integrated circuit (MMIC) technology and digital signal processing (DSP) tech-

nology. Beamforming means the spatial filtering operation performed by an-

tenna arrays. If we have an array of antenna elements, we could apply some ‘ . 

weighting factors (beamforming weights) by means of digital signal process-

ing technology to modify the received baseband signal's amplitude and phase 

so that we could sum up our desired user's signals constructively and at the 

same time we suppress or do not receive those signals suspected to be radiated 

from the interfering sources. Beam pattern means the spatial response of the 

beamformer. This will place a null to the spatial direction at which the inter-

fering signal coming to the receiver and point a directive beam towards our 

desired user's location. Beamformer uses a weighting vector applied across the 

antenna elements' steering array to form a beam pattern. The following figure 

shows the details. 

XM(n) > Q Z 

Figure 2.2: An example of the spatial response of an array of antenna elements, 
known as beampattern, emphasizing signals from desired user's direction of 
arrival (DOA) 
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From figure 2.2, at each antenna element, we will receive a raw baseband 

data. Then the baseband data at each antenna element will be weighted by 

beamforming weight to give us improved SINK data output by modifying the 

signals' amplitude and phase and adding them constructively. The purpose 

of using digital beamforming is to provide different beam patterns for spatial 

diversity to increase the channel capacity in a cell. There are some common 

figurations of antenna arrays such as linear, circular and planar arrays. We 

focus here on the linear antenna array for its simplicity. Also, the performance 

of a class of blind space-time RAKE receivers we interested does not depend 

on the antenna array's manifold. , 

Figure 2.3 shows a uniformly spaced linear array and typical parameters. 

Equations in the model of the linear array's radiation pattern will also be 

discussed. 

Array normal 

書、」.j 
丨-d “ d • 

0 1 2 K - 1 

Figure 2.3: A uniformly spaced linear array 

The elevation angle of arrival 6' is shown in figure 2.3. It is measured from 

the normal to the direction of impinging plane wave. There are K identical 

isotropic elements in an antenna array and each element will be weighted by 
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the beamforming complex weight 14 with k = 0,1 , . . . , iC — 1. The spacing 

between each element is d and hence the differential distance between two ray 

paths is dsinO as shown in the figure. If we set the phase of the received signal 

at the origin to zero, the phase lead of the signal at the kth element relative 

to element at the origin will be nkdsind, where hi = 今 and A = wavelength. 

Using all the parameters of all the elements, the array factor F{9) is expressed 

as: 

F{d) = Fo + l^ie*^.— + Y^e'^'^dsine + ... + Y^__^^j{K-l)Kdsin0 

—^^ Y^^jKkdsine ( ) 

k=0 . 

or in matrix notation, 

F{d) = VTv (2.13) 

where, 

V=[V^o，l/i，... , V K - i f (2.14) 

denotes the weighting factor. 

The array propagation or array steering vector is v, which contains the angle 

of arrival information as shown below. . 
V = .1, Qĵ dsinO . . . gj(K-l)«;dsm0' T 

If the complex weight is expressed as: 

= (2.15) 

F{0) can be further simplified as: 

K-l 
F(d) = 办办细朴叫 (2.16) 

k=0 
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From equation 2.16, we could form a directive beam towards a specific angle 

by setting the value a in the complex weight V̂  to —K,dsin9o in equation 2.15. 

This is because when the variable 6 changes, the magnitude of F{6) will be 

maximum ii 9 = 9o by setting a — —ndsinOQ. Hence, with the use of antenna 

array, different kinds of antenna radiation pattern are formed, especially, it 

can form a high directive gain towards a specific source. It is like a spatial 

filter forming a strong radiation beam towards the desired user while nulling 

out the dominant multiple access interference simultaneously. 

Below is an example of using eight linear half-wavelength-spaced antenna array 

to form a beam pattern pointing towards the desired user's incident beam of 

zero-degree evaluation angle. . 

0| 1 1 1 1 "TĴ  1 1 1 1  

-5 - dash-dot: DOA of wave source i \ -

-10 - ！ -

-15- A ； A -

A A i A A • 
I : / I \ : 
- 丨丨 • 
-40 - I \ 

-45 - ！ I 

-501 1I 1 1——I 1 1 1 1_I 1 1—1 
-100 -80 -60 -40 -20 0 20 40 60 80 100 

Angle, in Degrees 

Figure 2.4: An example of the beam pattern of using a half-wavelength-spaced 
eight-element linear array to produce high directive gain towards direction of 

�� arrival (DOA) of the wave source 
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2.1.5 Joint Space-Time Channel Model in Chip-Synchronous 

CDMA 

The signal model developed in the section 2.1.3 is mostly concerned with the 

received baseband signal model for CDMA with one antenna element only. In 

this section, the use of multiple antennas and the detailed space-time model 

for chip-synchronous CDMA are introduced. The following equations show the 

details of the space-time chip-synchronous CDMA model. 

Example 1: 

In the paper of Chen et.al.[l], the discrete-time raw baseband data x � is 

shown below: ‘ 

P NB-L 

X �a ( 6 ' ^ ) D ( m ) c ( t - mT, — n) 
k=l m=0 /Q 1 

J N,-L 、丄丄(J 

+ [ 乞 a�(7iDi(m)Q(力-mTb) + n 
i=l m=0 

X � represents the M x 1 snapshot column vector containing the outputs 

of each of the M antennas comprising the array at time t. a � is the spatial 

response of the array, where 9 is the direction of arrival (DOA) of a given 

source. There is no model assumed for 6 and the above model works for any 

array geometry. The other notations are as follows. l/Ti is the symbol rate 

common to all sources. P represents the number of different paths from which 

the signal of interest (SOI) arrives. is the directions associated with the k th 

path. Tk is the corresponding relative delay of the kth path, pk is the complex 

.. amplitude of the kth multipath arrival for the SOI at the reference element. 

D(m) and Di(m) are the digital information sequences for the SOI and MAI 

sources, respectively. J broadband interferers (MAI) impinge on the array, (jj 

is the complex amplitude of the zth interfere! at the reference element of the 

array. c{t) and q(力)are the spreading waveforms for the SOI and zth MAI, 

respectively. The vector n^{t) contains white noise. N^ is the number of bits 
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over which all parameters characterizing the model in 2.17 are assumed to be 

constant. The spreading waveform Ci{t) for the zth MAI is modeled as 

Nc-l 
Ci(t) = ^ Ml)pa(t - ITc - Toff,) (2.18) 

1=0 

where, 

(1/Tc) is the chip rate; 

Si{l) represents PN sequence; 

Pc{t) denotes the chip waveform assumed common to all sources; 

Nc is the number of chips per bit common to all MAI;and 

Toff̂  is the timing offset of the zthh MAI relative to the desired user. , 

The zth row element in column vector x � contains the received baseband 

signal at the zth element in the antenna array of size M x 1 at any time t. 

Therefore, if the sampling rate is 2 samples per chip and 127-chip signature 

sequence is used, there will be 254 discrete-time samples in each symbol dura-

tion. Assuming an antenna array has 4 elements, at any time t, there will be 

4 x 1 column data vector and hence, there will be 254 column data vectors in 

each symbol duration. 

Example 2: 

From the work of Wong et. al. [2], the baseband signal r{t) received at the 

base-station is characterized by: 

r{t) = y{t) + ni � + iiB � + nw � (2.19) 

with y{t) representing the desired user's contribution: 

Li 
y � = - Ti — Ti’;Oe^cm)+n’A)di’A (2.20) 

A=1 
Similar to example 1 ， r � represents the D x 1 vector at any time t, which 

represents the received baseband signal at the antenna array of D elements. 
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nw{t) represents AWGN. The MAI contribution n , � is given by: 

K Lk 
n / � =Y ^ V^kJ^9k,xak{t-n-n,x). e - ) . " c ( : o ^ + T M ) d ; t ’ A ( 2 . 2 1 ) 

k=2 X=1 

and the narrowband interference iis � is denoted as: 

K+KB 

nsit) = [ V ^ k g k e j � (2.22) 
k=K+l 

Lk is the number of propagation paths from the kth transmitter to the antenna 

array. The parameters Tk̂ x,gk,x and d̂ x̂ represent the delay, the complex gain 

and the array response vector associated with the A th path of the signal from 

the kth transmitter. In equation 2.22, the parameters Ffc, gk ， Sk and d^ . 

represent the power, the complex gain，the frequency deviation from Uc, and 

the array response vector associated with the tone indexed by k for + 1 < 

k < K + Kb respectively. Without loss of generality, we assume that 6k + 5i 

for k ^ 1. 

Example 3: 

In the work of Pados and Batalama [19], the equation modelling the received 

baseband data at the base-station receiver is x⑴： 

K-l N-l 

X � = 刚 - i T - nTc - Tk)ak’n + n � ( 2 . 2 3 ) 
i fc=0 n二0 

where, 

T denotes the information bit duration; 

7k is the random carrier phase shift; 

K represents the total number of multiple access users in the system;and 

N is the total number of resolvable multipaths per user. 
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The M X 1 array response vector aik,n represents the nth path of the kth user 

signal. 6k，n identifies the angle of arrival of the nth multipath signal from the 

kih user. A is the carrier wavelength and d which is usually equal to A/2 is 

the element spacing of the antenna. n(t) denotes an M-dimension complex 

Gaussian noise process that is assumed white both in time and space. Ck’n 

is the channel coefficient of A;th user's nth path. bk{i) G {—1,1} is the zth 

transmitted data bit and E^ denotes energy. The normalized user signature 

waveform Sk{t) of the /cth user is shown below. 

L-l 
S f c � � t/；(力—Zrc) (2.24) 

1=0 

dk [/] G {—1,1} denotes the Ith. bit of the spreading sequence of the kth user. 

ip{t) is the chip waveform and Tc is the chip period. In matrix form, we define 

the data matrix, 'X.mx{l+n-i) as: 

XMx(L+iv-i) = [x(0), x(Te),…•，x((L + N — 1)7；)] (2.25) 

where, 

M is the total number of elements in an antenna array; 

L = T/Tc is the processing gain;and 

, (L + N - 1) denotes the total number time samples prepared for one-slot 

detection of ith information symbol. 

From the above examples, they show that the space-time data models for 

DS-CDMA channel are to collect the received baseband signal at any time t 

from all the elements in the antenna array in the form of a snapshot matrix or 

a snapshot vector for further manipulation. 

Moreover, we could consider a number of symbol durations in the received 

raw baseband discrete-time data for later analysis stage. Then, at each antenna 

element, we will have a array of discrete-time baseband data which could be 

collected as a row vector. Therefore, for each antenna element, we will have 
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one row vector storing all the discrete-time baseband data in a number of 

symbol durations. If we have four antenna elements, we will have four row 

vectors putting into one data block matrix, which represents our collected raw 

baseband discrete-time data for further signal processing stage. 

Supposing a 127-chip signature sequence is used, the size of the data block 

matrix will be 4 x 254 with an antenna array of 4 elements, assuming that the 

sampling rate is 2 samples per chip and 1 symbol interval is considered. In 

the thesis, similar data block matrix is used for manipulating the received raw 

baseband discrete-time data from all the antenna elements. 

2.1.6 Challenges to Blind Space-Time Processing in a 

base-station CDMA Receiver 

When a mobile phone user transmits its information-bearing signal, this signal 

will become several multipaths arriving at the base-station. These mutlipaths 

are the amplitude-attenuated, phase-shifted and time-delayed versions of the 

origianl transmitted signal. If there is a conventional RAKE receiver installed 

at the base-station, it could resolve and combine the desired user's multipaths 

constructively with the assumption that the fading channel parameters are 

priori known. 

Space-time processing could be applied to the conventional RAKE receiver 

if there is an array of antenna elements available at the base-station. This 

antenna array signal processing provides extended spatial and temporal re-

� ception diversity so that the probability of collecting less distorted multipath 

signal will increase. 

There are several key challenges of such a space-time antenna array signal 

processing. 

(a) Fading channel response 

In order to constructively sum the desired signal's multipaths, the receiver's 
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space-time processor needs to know the multipaths' fading parameters such as 

the arrival angles, arrival delays, distorted amplitudes and phases. However, 

these fading parameters are typically not a priori known and rapidly time-

varying. These fading parameters need to be adaptively estimated, sometimes 

by using training sequences. The training symbols are the non-information-

carrying pilot symbols in the information data stream, or by setting aside 

a dedicated channel, which consumes precious channel bandwidth. In IS-95 

standard, there is a specified channel named as "pilot channel" for sending 

training sequence between the base-station and the mobile phone users for 

estimating the fading channel parameters. 

There is an advantage if the space-time processor in the wireless receiver 

can "blindly" sum the desired signal's multipaths and suppress the dominant 

multiple access interference without consuming the extra channel bandwidth. 

(b) Single-user-type detectors in space-time RAKE receivers and 

near-far problem 

There are different kinds of detectors developed such as the linear type and 

non-linear type in the wireless CDMA multi-user detection. For linear type de-

tectors, there are single-user-type matched filter, minimum mean-square error 

(MMSE) multi-user detector and the decorrelating detector. The non-linear 

type is composed of the decision feedback detectors such as successive and 

parallel interference cancellation detectors in Verdu [13 . 

The single-user-type detector can be interpreted as the "matched filter" 

used to match the specific signal waveform representing a corresponding symbol 

, in the digital M-ary modulation in Haykin [20]. That is, each user is assigned to 

have a signature sequence for identification and the single-user-type detector 

is used to match the specific signature to identify the corresponding user. 

Therefore, the role of the single-user-type detector is like the matched filter 

which "matches" the specific signature sequence waveform that represents the 

corresponding user in the DS-CDMA multi-user communication system. 
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However, due to the effects of a fading channel, the cross-correlation of the 

transmitted signals among the users is non-zero. If we use the single-user-type 

detector for each user to detect their own signature waveform, the irreducible 

error floor will result with respect to each user due to the assumption that the 

single-user-type detector treats other user's signature waveform as additive 

white noise, in an averaging approach. 

This will lead to a common problem, called, the "near-far" problem, hap-

pening within the cell. The user at the edge of the cell will suffer more power 

loss when it is received at the base station, compared with the received signal 

level of the user near the base station. The user near the base station will 

then dominate the received signal power levels at the base station due to the 

non-zero cross-correlation among the transmitted signal of the users. There-

fore, this decreases the SINR of other users and hence the reception quality of 

other users will be degraded. 

Although there is an irreducible error floor when the single-user-type de-

tector is used, it would be an advantage that the receiver needs to know the 

desired user's signature sequence as only the priori knowledge but not all other 

users' signature sequences within the CDMA communication system. The re-

ceiver's structure would be simpler and its computational complexity would 

be lower compared with the conventional high performance decorrelating type 

receivers in Verdu[13 . 

2.2 Literature Review of Single-User-Type De-

tectors used in Blind Space-Time DS-CDMA 

RAKE Receivers 

In the thesis, we wish to investigate a class of signal processing schemes that 

enhances the SINR at the output of the space-time RAKE receiver. In the 
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received baseband signal, it is classified into two data groups — one group 

(heretofore designated by S+I+N) contains much of the desired signal's en-

ergy plus energy from the interference and noise that degrade the desired 

signal, the other group (heretofore designated as I+N) of data containing only 

the interference and noise but little desired signal energy. By comparing the 

S+I+N data group with the I+N data group, estimation can be made of the 

interference and noise corrupting the S+I+N delay segment. Blind element-

space-only/delay (or element-space/frequency or beamspace/frequency) beams 

may be formed to constructively sum the SOI's multipaths while rejecting the 

dominant interferences. 

Within this algorithmic family are a variety of approaches to form the 

S+I+N and I+N data groups. Suard, Naguib, Xu k Kailath [21] as well as 

Naguib, Paulraj k Kailath [3] use the despread spatial data correlation matrix 

as the S+I+N data group and the un-despread spatial data correlation matrix 

as the I+N group. Although SOI energy is present in both groups, the signa-

ture sequence despreading operation greatly enhances the SINR ratio in the 

S+I+N group relative to the I+N group. This one-dimensional (i.e., spatial) 

beamforming approach separates the beamformer's spatial processing from the 

desreading filters' temporal processing, and is thus incapable to exploit the 

fading channel's two-dimensional space-time structure. Liu k Zoltowski [4 

extend [3] and [21] to space-time beamforming by using the despread {space-

iime) space-delay ^ data correlation matrix as the S+I+N data group and the 

un-despread space-time data correlation matrix as the I+N group. However, 

‘ the temporal despreading filter alternates the multipaths' arrival delay tem-

poral structure for the S+I+N data group. This means the I+N data group 

becomes a poor estimate of the interference and noise in the S+I+N group, 

thereby compromising that scheme's performance. 

iThe output of the signature sequence despreading filter is a discrete-"time" sequence 
along the arrival "delay" axis. To avoid confusion with time and delay, this thesis labels 
this axis as the delay axis.Hence, "space-delay" is used. 
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Wong, Lok, Lehnert k Zoltowski [2] alleviate the above problem by exploit-

ing the following insight: the fading channel's multipath delay spread generally 

occupies only a small fraction of the information symbol duration in a CDMA 

system, such as the IS-95 standard. Hence, the CDMA de-spreading filter's 

output (over each symbol's duration) involves one close cluster of "fingers" or 

"blips" (each of which corresponding to one temporally resolvable time-delayed 

multipath of the signal of interest — SOI). The S+I+N data group is formed 

from the despreading filter outputs during the delay segment in each symbol's 

period containing this cluster of "fingers", whereas the despreading filters' out-

put in the remaining delay segment are formed into the I+N data group. Chen, 

Zoltowski, Ramos, Chatterjee, & Roychowdhury [1]present the reduced algo • 

rithmic computational complexity of [2] by substituting the space-time beam-

forming with element-space/frequency beamforming or beamspace/frequency 

beamforming. 

When the fading channel's delay spread cannot be assumed to be much 

smaller than an information symbol's duration (e.g., at very high information 

data transmission rate, the above schemes [1，2, 22] are inapplicable). Luo k 

Blostein [6] as well as Liu k Geraniotis [5] separately propose despreading the 

received data against a signature sequence orthogonal to the desired signal's 

signature sequence. The spatial correlation matrix of the outputs from these 

orthogonal despreading filters form the I+N data group, whereas the S+I+N 

data group is formed as in [21]. The main difference between [6] and [5 

is the way the orthogonal spreading sequence relates to the desired signal's 

“ signature sequence. In [6], —1 is multiplied to alternating chips in desired 

signal's direct-sequence (DS) code, whereas [5] multiplies the second half of 

the desired signal's DS chip sequence by —1. Because each multiple-access 

user would need its own orthogonal sequence, these two schemes double the 

effective "bandwidth" occupies by each user. 
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2.2.1 A Common Problem among the Signal Processing 

Schemes 

All the above-mentioned schemes which are used in the maximum-SINR blind 

space-time processing suffer a common problem. There is a significant SOI's 

energy in the I+N data group. This means that the interference and noise 

estimation from the I+N group would mistake the desired signal as undesired 

and to be rejected. With even a trace of SOI's energy in the I+N data group, 

the beamformer would reject a significant portion of the SOI's energy and may 

let pass much of the interference and noise. This will lower the output SINR 

and hence increase the bit error rate. ‘ 



Chapter 3 

Novel “Self-Decorrelation” 

Technique 

3.1 Problem with “Blind，’ Space-Time RAKE 

Processing Using Single-User-Type Detec-

tors 

In this chapter, the proposed "self-decorrelation technique" is introduced 

to improve the performance of the family of blind space-time RAKE receivers 

proposed by Chen et.aL[l] with the assumption that the multipath delay spread 

occupies a small fraction of a symbol duration . 

Chen,Zoltowski and Ramos [1’ 10，11, 12, 23] recently proposed a family 

of "blind" maximum-signal-to-interference-plus-noise (maximum-SINR) space-

time RAKE receiver structures (with element-space/delay, element-space/frequency 

or beamspace/frequency versions) for single-user-type DS-CDMA detectors. 

The pivotal idea underlying this scheme is that the fading channel's multi-

path delay spread generally occupies only a small fraction of the information 

symbol duration in a CDMA system, such as the IS-95 standard. Hence, the 

CDMA de-spreading filter's output (over each symbol's duration) involves one 

29 
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close cluster of "fingers" or "blips" (each of which corresponding to one tem-

porally resolvable time-delayed multipath of the signal of interest — SOI). 

The label "S+I+N" is to apply to the delay segment in each symbol's pe-

riod containing this cluster of "blips" that includes energy from the SOI 

and the interference and the noise. The remaining delay segment (to be 

labeled "I+N") contains mostly interference and noise, but also a trace of 

SOI energy due to the SOI's non-zerolag auto-correlation having non-zero 

values. By comparing the S+I+N delay segment with the I+N delay seg-

ment, estimation can be made of the interference and noise corrupting the 

S+I+N delay segment. Blind element-space / delay (or element-space/frequency 

or beamspace/frequency) beams may be formed to constructively sum the 

SOI's multipaths while rejecting the strong interferences. 

The success of the above algorithmic family, however, depends on how 

"closely" the I+N segment approximates the interference and noise in the 

S+I+N segment. If the I+N delay segment contains significant SOI energy or 

even a trace of SOI energy, the resulting beamformer may reject a significant 

portion of the SOI's energy and may pass much interference and noise. 

This thesis suggests a "self-decorrelating" technique that can significantly 

improve the above blind space-time processors' detection performance, by ex-

cising all residual SOI energy from the I+N delay segment This means better 

estimates of the S+I+N segment's multiuser interference and noise from the 

I+N delay segment, resulting in more accurate beamforming weights. 

This proposed "self-decorrelating" technique works as follows. Suppose 

“ the wireless communication channel knows a prior that the maximum delay 

spread is D chips. We form a set of DM�+ 1 vectors corresponding to the 

SOI's signature sequence shifted by 0 to D chips, where M�symbolizes the 

number of time samples per chip duration. Then, we project the data onto 

the null space of these D M �+ 1 vectors to remove all SOI energy. When these 

data is then despreaded to give a SOI-free estimate of the interference plus 
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noise situation, the SOI cannot have arrival delay longer than D chips so it 

suffices to form only these DMc + 1 vectors. 

3.2 Review of Zoltowski & Ramos[10, 11, 12 

Maximum-SINR Single-User-Type CDMA 

Blind RAKE Receiver Schemes 

3.2.1 Space-Time Data Model 

Let the kth user have the Nc-chip signature spreading sequence {(4(c)，c = ‘ 

1 , . . . , Nc} and the temporal waveform Cfc � =办 ( c ) P c ( Z — cTc), where 

Tc denotes the chip duration and Pc{t) represents the chip shape common to 

all users. Let the receiver have L antennas with possibly uncalibrated and 

unknown array manifold Suppose the kth transmitted signal arrives at 

the receiver as Mk time-delayed multipaths, with the mfcth multipath arriving 

with a Tml time delay, a H carrier phase, and power Pml from a direction 

of arrival and a polarization state defined by the vector 9ml- Then, the L x 1 

baseband measurement at time t equals: 

X �= E L E 二 EUbfMt - m - r^l) 

Ck(t - in - � V � 识 } + n � .(3.1) 

where % symbolizes the information symbol duration, u{t) denotes a rectan-

* gular pulse with unit amplitude for 0 < t < Tj, and zero elsewhere, and n(t) 

refers to an L x 1 additive noise vector. 

This received signal is time-sampled at each antenna at the sampling rate 

fs = Mc/Tc, where M。is the number of samples per chip duration and is 

assumed to be an integer for mathematical simplicity, the sampled output at 

each antenna is then passed through a de-spreading filter with impulse response 
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h{.) matched to the kth user's signature spreading sequence. Denoting r� ’知)(t) 

as the cross-correlation between the jth and the kth signature sequences, the 

kth user's de-spreading filters produce the following L x 1 vector at the L 

antennas: 

y i W = lllU •喊a(4力{6!�(明(T - r S ) } 

+ E)•绅 Y ^ E ) �均 A ( 喊 调 ( T - 丁紹)} + n ( r ) (3.2) 

3.2.2 The Blind Element-Space-Only (ESO) RAKE Re-

ceiver with Self-Decorrelation Pre-processing Ap-

plied 

Assume the communication channel's multipath delay spread DT^ to be much 

smaller than % (as is the case in CDMA standards such as the IS-95), then 

there exists at most DM^ temporally resolvable "blips" at each information 

symbol duration at the de-spreading filter's output. Further define 7•尸+了+斤)= 

{r:iT,<T< iTb + DMX} and 7 ^ + 例 { r : iTb + DMJ\ < r < {i + l)Tt}. 

Let Ns = McNc denote the total number of time samples for a symbol. At the 

ith information symbol, form the L x DM�matrix Yp+J+w): 

S [y(zr, + 7；)’...，y(zT, + DM^Z)] 

and the L x (N^ - DAQ matrix Yf+斤)： 

Yf+斤 )d j f [y(z7； + DMcTs + 1 ) ,…，y{ iT , + 
V 

Then form the two matrices, 

^(S+I+N,ESO) djf Y(3+I+N)^-Y{S+I+N)^H (3 3) 

k t ™ dj? Y 严 例 巧 ) 丑 ’ fori <i<I (3.4) 
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The element-space-only beamforming weight vector w尸"^� aims to maximize 

the SINK: 

_ w 付 攀 。 聊 

= w 丑 : 耶 叨 ) w —1 

That is, the optimum weight vector is obtained as: 
_ ) defarg max 

^ — 双 H 记广 N,ESO�哪 (3-5) 

w ! 朋 � is derived as the generalized eigenvector corresponding to the largest (in , 

absolute value) generalized eigenvalue of the matrix pencil pair { k产+了+乂五阳)，況’仍� ) } . 

This element-space-only (ESO) beamformer [1’ 10, 11, 12, 23] implements a 

RAKE receiver with separable spatial processing and temporal processing, 

which is one of the versions among the family of blind space-time RAKE re-

ceivers in Chen et.al.[l] and Zoltowski et.al.[10, 11, 12]. 

Assume a binary symbol constellation, define the L x Ng data matrix at 

the zth symbol as: 

X(i) = [x(iNs)MiNs + 1), • • • , x(iiV, + N s - 1)1 
K 

= Y . {^kTkCkb^^ + +N(z) 
k=l� V  

d=̂ fX“i) 

where, 

� A. = [a(於)),a(0f)),...,a(喷)： 

r . = d i a g ( v ^ , v / ^ ， . . . ， v ^ ) 

Ck = [Ckij?、m.M丁⑶Ns).,…丁、汉/Ns) 

Ck = . . . -Mr^^l/Ns) 

N(z) = [n{iNs),n{iNs + !),•••,n(ziV, + - 1)] 
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where diag denotes a diagonal matrix having the parameters {\JF[的，i = 

1，...，Mfc} as its diagonal elements. 

Furthermore, for m = 1, • • • , DMc: 

Cfc(m) = 0 , . . . ,0,Cfc(l),Cfc(2),-.. , C k { N s - m + l ) (3.6) 
_ m — 1 • 

Cfc(m) = Ck(Ns - m + 2), - m + 3), • • • , (3.7) 
- Ns-m+l, 

Note that Cfc(n) = C k { n T j M c ) . and Ca;(1) = The Ith row of the 
Ns 

matrix Xfc(i) must lie in row span of the {2DMc — 1) x Ng matrix , 

s /^ i f � ; …； c ; t ( A O ; 石 f c ⑶ ； 石 A : ( 3 ) ; … ； ( 3 . 8 ) 

The row span of S^ is the same as the subspace spanned by the kih user's 

spreading sequence delayed up to D M � t i m e samples. There exist 2DMc — 1, 

instead of DMc vectors because consecutive symbols in the kih. user's data 

sequence may differ in value. 

Define the "self-decorrelating" orthonormal projector for the kih 

user as 

P^ = I - (3.9) 
a/ 

—^k 

Projecting the time-sampled signal received at each antenna through this 

self-decorrelating projector P^, 

� m = x ( z )p^ 

= � + + N(Z)| F i 
Uvfc J 

because = 0. Note that X(z) no longer contains any SOI energy. 

X(z), in the proposed scheme, is to substitute { Y ^ ^ ) } to form the I+N coire-

lation matrix 
That is, the signature sequence de-spreading process 
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is no longer necessary to obtain k 严 乂 五 O n the other hand, k严"^+“^’仍o) 

is to remain as defined in the original algorithm [1, 10’ 11, 12, 23 . 

3.3 Physical Meaning of Self-Decorrelation Pre-

processing 

If the "self-decorrelator" is examined in mathematical aspect, this is an orthog-

onal projector used to extract the interference and noise components, which is 

equivalent to reject all possible SOI's multipaths in the received raw baseband 

discrete-time data. These interference and noise components will subsequently ‘ 

be used to formulate I+N spatial correlation matrix which is then used to per-

form generalized eigen-decomposition with S+I+N spatial correlation matrix 

to derive the beamforming weight vector w. The role of the self-decorrelator 

is to remove all SOI's multipaths. The well-approximated or less-distorted in-

terference and noise components are obtained after passing the raw baseband 

data through the self-decorrelator because the SOI's multipaths are correlated 

with the mulitple access interfering sources' multipaths in constantly changing 

channel environment. Hence, clean interference-plus-noise components from 

the raw baseband data could not be obtained. Similarly, a pure SOFs con-

tribution could not be extracted by passing the raw baseband data through 

the SOI's matched filter. This class of family of receivers, however, uses the 

estimated contribution of SOI and the estimated contribution of MAI and 

noise in raw baseband data implicitly by forming S+I+N spatial correlation 

matrix and I+N spatial correlation matrix respectively. These two matrices 

will then be used to derive the beamforming weight w from the generalized 

eigen-decomposition of this matrix pencil pair. So, the algorithms used in this 

class of receivers do not explicitly obtain the exact interference-plus-noise com-

ponents and the SOI component contributing to the raw baseband data, but 
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extract the well-approximated components of SOI and interference-plus-noise 

for deriving the beamforming weight vector by forming two spatial correlation 

matrices. 

The "self-decorrelator" could be interpreted in linear filtering point of view. 

Matrix Sfc in equation 3.8 contains the time-sampled SOI's signature waveform 

and its time-delayed versions up to the maximum possible delay spread. The 

analogy of this formulation might be the linear filtering by convolution opera-

tion. If a signal x{t) is passed through the linear filter with impulse response 

h(t), the convolution operation gives the output signal y{t) by: 

广+0O , 
y(t) = x(t- T)h{r)dT • 

J-oo (3.10) 

where t denotes the continuous time index 

The output signal value y(t) at any time t, from the mathematical point of 

view, is the continuous-variable inner product between impulse response /I(T) 

and the time-shifted versions of input signal x(t — r) over the region r G 

{—00, +oo} . A specified signal component in the input signal x{t) is obtained 

by defining the impulse response h(t). So, the inner product operation at any 

discrete-time instant between the baseband data matrix X(z) and the matrix 

Pk(= I — Pfc) is to let all possible SOI's multipaths pass through the filter 

Pfc because the filter Pk(= is formed by collecting various 

time-delayed versions of SOI's signature waveform in matrix of equation 

3.8. Hence, the approximated SOI contribution is obtained. In contrast, if the 

matrix I — P^) is used as the filter, the SO I-free interference-plus-noise 
V 

components are well estimated. 

The time-delayed signature waveforms Cfc(2), Cjfc(3), • •., Ck{N) in matrix S^ 

of equation 3.8 are not reductant because we need to consider all possible 

SOI's multipaths arriving at the zth symbol duration. So, we need to include 

all possible SOI's multipaths which originally belong to the (z — l)th symbol 
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duration but have its tails extending to the zth symbol interval. The time-

sampled signature waveform transmitted in the (z — 1) symbol duration might 

have a different sign (if BPSK is used) compared with those time-delayed 

signature waveforms in zth symbol interval; otherwise, those extended time-

delayed multipath versions in the previous symbol duration could be ignored 

since c^(2), 0^(3),..., Ck{N) could be expressed as the linear combination of 

the time-delayed versions Cfc(O), Cfc(l),…，Ck{N). 

The equation 3.9 formulating the self-decorrelator could be analogized as 

the following derivation of extracting the noise component from the input ran-

dom signal x{t) using Wiener filtering. Suppose a continuous-time input signal 

x{t){= s � + n⑴）is passed through a Wiener filter and the approximated sig- • 

nal component s{t) is the desired output signal. 

x{t) = s{t) + n{t) r- i(0 
linear finer wi^ 

^ impulse response h(t) ^ 

Figure 3.1: Approximated signal component s{t) as an output 

The transfer function H{uj) corresponding to the impulse response h{t) is: 

H{u) = ^ ( ’ ( 二 ) ( 、 (3.11) 

Gss{ô j) is the power spectral density of the random signal s{t) and Gnn{^) is 

the power spectral density of the additive noise. Variable uj{= 27r/) symbolizes 

the continuous frequency index. The signal component s{t) in x{t) is assumed 

to be independent to the noise n{t). So, the approximated noise component 

n{t) is explicitly extracted using the transfer function H'{u) which is defined 

as: 
Tjl(, ,、 Gnn(^) 1 r r / 、 

ti iuj) = ^ . . — — ~ = 1 — Hlu) 
� Gssiuj) + Gnniuj) �̂  

The detailed diagram is shown below. 
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圳 一 ） 一 ^ •补) 

^ impulse response h '(t) ^ 

Figure 3.2: Approximated noise component n{t) as an output 

The derived equation of H'{uf) (corresponding to the impulse response h'{t)) 

is like the equation of self-decorrelator Pj^ in equation 3.9. Their roles are to 

reject the desired signal component in the input data. However, the signal s{t) 

and the noise n{t) are independent random processes while the multipaths of 

SOI are correlated with those of MAI in real fading channel environment. 

3.4 Simulation Results 

Monte Carlo simulations are used to verify the efficiency of the proposed self-

decorrelator technique and demonstrate the notable improvements effected for 

the blind ESO version of the original algorithms in [1, 10, 11, 12, 23]. All 

simulations below involve a eight-element half-wavelength-spaced linear array. 

127-chip Gold codes are used as spreading sequences (with cross-correlation 

r(j’fc) = r among sequences at 0.28, unless otherwise stated) for the BPSK 

data symbol sequences, which are independent over time and among all the 

sources. The channel's multipath delay equals 10 chip periods. 7怨 is uni-

formly distributed in (0, tt] and independent across all multipaths and from 

trial to trial. A synchronous model with perfect chip synchronization was as-

sumed for the direct path. M �= 2. The SNR figures in all figures are defined 

with respect to the SOI's direct path's power; and the all SIR figures in all 
* • 

figures are computed with respect to the SOI's and the interference's direct 

paths. Other details are listed in each figure's caption. Also the hypotheti-

cal (and optimum, with respect to beamforming) case where no SOI's energy 

exists in the I+N segment is also included. 

In Fig.3.3, the scenario is as follows. The SOI arrives as a direct path 

from 0° and a 2-chip delayed path from 10° and 6dB weaker than the direct 
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path. Two multiple-access interference arrive from 40° with a 5-chip delay and 

from —20° with a 40-chip delay, respectively 2MB and 2bdB stronger than 

the SOI's direct path. The SNR equals 5dB. 

This figure (Fig.3.3) plots the ESO spatial beam patterns for one particular 

Monte Carlo experiment, with and without the proposed self-decorrelating 

pre-processing. Though the interference is well nulled with or without self-

decorrrelator pre-processing, the proposed technique produces a beam peak 

that matches the arrival angles of BOTH paths of the SOI. This is because the 

non-zero self-correlation of the SOI's signature sequence implies that the SOI's 

direct path appears in I+N delay segment and is consequentially mistaken as 

a weak interfere! and is nulled. Without the proposed technique the 0° SOI . 

path is significantly attenuated. Note that the self-decorrelator's beam pattern 

closely approximates the hypothetical case's beam pattern. 

Fig.3.4 to Fig.3.6, respectively, show the proposed technique's effects on 

the SINR of the beamformer output at various SNR, SIR or cross-correlation 

coefficients (between the SOI and interference signature sequences). Each data 

point involves 300 independent Monte Carlo experiments, unless stated other-

wise. 

In Fig.3.4 , the scenario is described as follows. The SOI arrives as a direct 

path from 0° and a 2-chip delayed path from 3° and 6dB weaker than the direct 

path. One multiple-access interference arrives as two multipaths from 40° and 

-20° with arrival delays that are independent and uniformly distributed over 

the entire symbol duration (but always equal to an integral chip period). The 

‘ second path is always 6dB weaker than the first. The SNR equals 20dB. 

This figure (Fig.3.4) shows a consistent 17dB improvement in the beam-

former output's SINR at a very wide range of the raw data's SIR. The pro-

posed self-decorrelator pre-processing technique consistently approximates the 

hypothetical ideal case's SINR, with the beamformer output SINR increasing 

linearly with the input SNR. This may suggest the removal of the error floor 
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from the near-far situation present at high SNR's. 

In Fig.3.5 , the simulation scenario is as follows. The SOI arrives as a 

direct path from 0° and a 2-chip delayed path from 10�and MB weaker than 

the direct path. One multiple-access interference arrives as two multipaths 

from 20° and 一 10° with arrival delays that are independent and uniformly 

distributed over the entire symbol duration (but always equal to an integral 

chip period). The second path is always 3dB weaker than the first. The SIR 

equals —20dB. 

This figure (Fig.3.5) shows that the proposed technique offers lOdB to 20dB 

beamformer output SINR improved resistance against the near-far problem for 

a very low SIR at -20dB. This improved robustness against the near-far prob- • 

lem is realized through a beamformer that more precise matches the SOI's and 

the interference's spatial signatures. For the entire SNR range, the proposed 

self-decorrelator pre-processing technique again consistently approximates the 

hypothetical ideal case's SINR. 

In Fig.3.6, the scenario is as follows. Same signal and interference scenario 

as in Figure 3.5, except the SOI's delayed path arrives 10 chip periods late, 

and the interference's multipath arrival delays are respectively 0 and 10 chip 

periods. The SNR equals 25dB. 

Fig.3.6 shows the proposed technique's improved robustness against the 

near-far problem from another perspective than in Fig.3.5. The proposed 

technique consistently approximates the hypothetical ideal case up to a cross-

correlation coefficient of 0.99. The original algorithm in [1’ 10，11，12’ 23 

shows notable drop-off in performance from the uncorrelated case beginning 

at a 0.3 cross-correlation coefficient. 

The four graphs described above are shown below. 
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Figure 3.3: ESO beam pattern,with and without the self-decorrelator 
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Figure 3.5: The beamformer output's SINR versus the despreading filter in-
put's SNR, with and without the self-decorrelator 
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Figure 3.6: The beamformer output's SINR versus the cross-correlation coef-
ficient among spreading sequences, with and without the self-decorrelator 
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Table 3.1: Summary list of parameter values in figure 3.3 

path 2"^path 

Angles of arrival of SOI's multipaths 0° 10° 

Angles of arrival of MAI's multipaths 40� 

- 2 0 ° 

Arrival time delay of SOI's multipaths 0 chip 2 chips 

Arrival time delay of MAI's multipaths 5 chips 

40 chips ‘ 

SIR -2QdB 

-2MB 

S ^ MB 6dB weaker than 1st path 

Table 3.2: Summary list of parameter values in figure 3.4 

1 对 path 2"^path 

Angles of arrival of SOI's multipaths 0 � 3° 

Angles of arrival of MAI's multipaths 40° - 2 0 � 

Arrival time delay of SOI's multipaths 0 chip 2 chips 

Arrival time delay of MAI's multipaths random within a random within a 

symbol interval symbol interval 

SIR - 4 0 to mB MB weaker 

than pt path 

SNR 2QdB 6dB weaker  

than pt path 
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Table 3.3: Summary list of parameter values in figure 3.5 

path 2"^path 

Angles of arrival of SOI's multipaths 0° 10° 

Angles of arrival of MAI's multipaths 20° -10° 

Arrival time delay of SOI's multipaths 0 chip 2 chips 

Arrival time delay of MAI's multipaths random within a random within a 

symbol interval symbol interval 

SIR -20dB MB weaker 

than 1st path ‘ 

SNR - 5 to mB 3dB weaker 

than 1st path 

Table 3.4: Summary list of parameter values in figure 3.6 

path 2 '̂̂ path 

Angles of arrival of SOI's multipaths 0° 10° 

Angles of arrival of MAI's multipaths 20° -10° 

Arrival time delay of SOI's multipaths 0 chip 10 chips 

Arrival time delay of MAI's multipaths random within random within 

0 to 10 chips 0 to 10 chips 

SIR —2QdB MB weaker 
\ -

than 1 St path 

SNR 2MB 3dB weaker  

than P^path 



Chapter 4 

“Fractional Self-Decorrelation” 

Pre-processing 

In this chapter, a novel "fractional self-decorrelation" pre-processing 

step for "blind" space-time RAKE processing is introduced. This pre-processing 

“ mitigates all problems mentioned earlier in Section 2.1.6 and the temporal 

structure mismatch problem in Liu k Zoltowski [4] mentioned in Section 2.2. 

Also, it does not assume that the fading channel's delay spread is much smaller 

than the symbol duration and does not require additional "bandwidth" for each 

multiple-access user as in Liu k Geraniotis [5] and Luo k Blostein [6 . 

4.1 The Blind Maximum-SINR RAKE Receivers 

in Chen et. al.[l] and Wong et. al.[2 

— � Wong, Lok, Lehnert k Zoltowski [2] alleviate the temporal structure mismatch 

problem in Liu k Zoltowski [4] mentioned in Section 2.2 by exploiting the fol-

lowing insight: the fading channel's multipath delay spread generally occupies 

only a small fraction of the information symbol duration in a CDMA system, 

such as the IS-95 standard. Hence, the CDMA de-spreading filter's output 

(over each symbol's duration) involves one close cluster of "fingers" or "blips" 

45 
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(each of which corresponding to one temporally resolvable time-delayed multi-

path of the signal of interest — SOI). The S+I+N data group is formed from 

the despreading filter outputs during the delay segment in each symbol's pe-

riod containing this cluster of "blips", whereas the despreading filters' output 

in the remaining delay segment are formed into the I+N data group. Chen, 

Zoltowski, Ramos, Chatterjee, & Roychowdhury [1] present the reduced algo-

rithmic computational complexity of [2] by substituting the space-time beam-

forming with element-space/frequency beamforming or beamspace/frequency 

beamforming. Chen h Zoltowski [22] develop an iterative version of [1 . 

With the above assumption that the communication channel's multipath 

delay spread DTc is much smaller than Tb (as is the case in CDMA stan- • 

dards such as the IS-95), then there exists at most DMc temporally resolv-

able "blips" at each information symbol duration at the de-spreading filter's 

output. Further define if+i+N) {r ： iTf, < r < iTt + DMcT]} and 

T �严 llf { r ： iTb + DMcTs < T < (z + 1)71}. Let N^ = denote the total 

number of time samples for a symbol. At the zth information symbol, form 

the L X DMc matrix Yf+旧)： 

Y严+斤)dj [ y 购 + T；)’ … ， 舰 + DM^T,)] 

and form the L x {Ns - DMc) matrix Yf+^^i 

Y ” a o djf [y(讯 + dMcTs + 1) , . . . ’ y(zT, + NsTs)] ‘ 

where L is the number of antenna elements in the antenna array. Then form 
V 

the two correlation matrices, 

g(5+/+Ar,£;50) djf (4 丄） 

g 广 耶 SO) d̂ f 例 (Y 严巧广 , f o r i <i<I 

The element-space-only beamforming weight vector aims to maximize 
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the SINK: 

Q丁MD — w 丑 斤 ， 五 如 ) - g p ^ ’ 丑 奶 ) } w 

_ —赞糊、ESO� 

= • 譯 ) w - 1 

That is, the optimum weight vector is obtained as: 

{ESO) (Marg max W丑科了+“̂ ’五"̂ 卩)W 
� = w (4.2) 

/ fp 

W- is derived as the generalized eigenvector corresponding to the largest (in 

absolute value) generalized eigenvalue of the matrix pencil pair { g 严 斤 ’ 五 刚 ， 琴 则 } . 

Though the above Element-Space-Only (ESO) beamformer implements a RAKE 

receiver with separable spatial processing and temporal processing, other cou-

pled space-time beamforming variations of the above theme are available in 

1, 22:. 

4.2 Fractional Self-Decorrelation Pre-processing 

The proposed "fractional self-decorrelation" scheme forms the I+N data group, 

such that a significantly less amount of SOI energy would remain in the I+N 

data group compared with [1, 2, 21] and the two methods developed by Liu & 

Geraniotis [5] and Luo & Blostein [6] mentioned in Section 2.2. This would re-

sult in more precise estimation of the interference and noise corrupting S+I+N 

data group. (No explicit estimation is actually performed for the interference 

and noise. Instead, a generalized eigen-decomposition procedure will "sub-

stract" the interference and noise from the I+N data group from the S+I+N 

data group to produce a high SINK beamformer's output, hence increased 

SINR and lower bit error rate.) The S+I+N data group in this proposed 

scheme would be generated as in Naguib et.al.[3] and Suard et.aL[21] (for spa-

tial beamforming) or Liu et.al.[4] (for space-time beamforming). 
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The purpose of fractional self-decorrelator, which is not constrained by 

the assumption of fractional-symbol-duration "fingers", is to form an eigen-

subspace which is orthogonal to the SOI's subspace generated by choosing a 

number of largest singular-value column-vectors in the column space formed 

by the SOI's signature sequence and its time-delayed versions within a symbol 

period. Towards generating the I+N data group, the pre-despread raw data 

would first pass through this subspace projector to remove much of the SOI 

energy before despreading with respect to the SOI's signature sequence. 

This orthogonal eigen-subspace is formed as follows: 

(1)Take the desired signal's Nc-chip spreading sequence and time-delay it 

to various arrival delays. (If there are M�discrete-time samples per chip, there . 

would be NcMc number of possible delays.)i 

That is， 

for m = 1 , . . . ’ NcMc: 

Cfc(m) = 0, • • • , 0, Cjfc(l), Cfc(2), • • • , Ck(NcMc - m + 1) 
_ m — 1 

Cfc(^) = Ck{NaMc 一 m + 2)，Cfc(iVeMc - m + 3),...，Ck[NcMc), 0 ’ . . . ’ 0 
- NcMc-m+l_ 

Note that Ck(n) = Ck(nTc/Mc). and Cfc(l) = [ 0 ^ , 0 . 

NcMc 

(2) use all such cyclically wrapped (i.e., delayed ) signature sequences as 

columns in a matrix S. 

� S k = [ c f c ( l ) ' ; c f c ( 2 ) V • • ； ' M N ) ' ] (4.3) 

where N = NcM^ Ck(.)' is a column vector. 

The column span of S^ is the same as the subspace spanned by the kth 

user's spreading sequence delayed up to NcMc (total number of data samples 

iFor CDMA systems using long spreading codes with periodicity exceeding one infor-
mation symbol's duration, the ATc-chip spreading sequence is defined at each symbol as the 
effective spreading code at that symbol. 
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within one symbol duration ) time samples. There exist 2NcMc - 1，instead 

of NcMc vectors because consecutive symbols in the kth. user's data sequence 

may differ in value. 

From now on, the subscript k is dropped for simplified representation. 

That is , 

sdjf [C( l) ' ;c(2) ' ; . . . ；c(巧'；对2)';对3)';... ；c(7V)'] (4.4) 

(3) form the NcMc x NcMc matrix SS丹，where the superscript H denotes 

the Hermitian operation. 

(4) select the p "largest" eigenvectors (i.e., the eigenvectors corresponding 

to the p eigenvalues with the largest amplitude) of the matrix SS^ as the p ‘ 

columns of the NJ^c x p matrix 

(5) form the desired projector P � llf I - E ( p ) ( ( E � )丑E �) - i ( E⑷严 .T h i s 

NcMc X NcMc projector P(p) spans would reject much of the SOI energy in 

the data passing through it. Note that all SOI energy may be blocked by 

setting p = NcMc. As SS^ is generally full rank, picking p = NcMc would 

have produce a full column-rank E and thus a null-matrix 
P(队Mc) blocking all 

interference and noise in addition to the desired signal. Therefore, p should 

not equal to N c M � 

This proposed scheme is labeled "self-decorrelation" because P � removes 

the SOI energy from the I+N data group using only the SOI's signature se-

quence. This self-decorrelation concept fundamentally differs from the decor-

relation performed in the well-known decorrelating-type multi-user detector. 
� 

The latter decorrelates various users' respective de-spreading filters' output, 

whereas the proposed self-decorrelating scheme decorrelates the SOI's S+I+N 

delay segment from its I+N segment in order to produce a "clean" (i.e., free 

of SOI energy) I+N correlation matrix for the subsequent SINR maximization 

eigen-decomposition. Unlike the decorrelating-type detector, the proposed self-

decorrelation (1) needs a priori knowledge only of the SOI's signature sequence 
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but not the other user's signature sequences nor the nominal or effective cross-

correlation among all users' signature sequences^，and (2) needs to de-spread 

only for the SOI but not for other multi-user interference (MUI)^ . 

This self-decorrelation scheme is labeled "fractional" because the self-decorrelation 

is deliberately incomplete - the self-decorrelation projection rejects only the 

most prominent subspace of the entire vector-space possibly spanned by the 

SOI's signature sequence and its delayed multipaths. The "fraction" parame-

ter p should be chosen such that as much SOI energy may be blocked without 

"excessive" distortion of the interference and noise in the resulting I+N data 

group, such that the information about the interference and noise in the I+N 

data group represents a good approximation of the interference and noise in ‘ 

the S+I+N data group. 

After the fractional self-decorrelator is formed, the raw received baseband 

data is passed through it to remove the dominant SOI's energy to give a good 

estimation of interference and noise corrupting to the S+I+N data group. The 

output from the fractional self-decorrelator is the I+N data group used to form 

spatial (Naguib et.al.[3]) or space-time (Chen et.aL[l]) correlation matrix for 

later (maximum SINK )generalized eigen-decomposition to give the optimum 

element-space-only 4 beamforming weight. 

4.3 The Blind Element-Space-Only (ESO) RAKE 

Receiver with Fractional Self-Decorrelation 

Pre-processing Applied 

Let the kih. user have the Nc-chip signature spreading sequence 

2This is exactly the same a priori information needed by the conventional single-user-type 
detectors. 

^That is, only one de-spreading matched-filter is needed. 
4 One of the receiver structures in the family of blind space-time receivers developed in 

Chen et.al.[1] 
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{dk{c), c = 1’. •.，Nc} and the temporal waveform Ck{t) = Ylc=o dk{c)pc{t— 

cTc), where T�denotes the chip duration and Pc(t) represents the chip shape 

common to all users. Let the receiver have L antennas with possibly uncali-

brated and unknown array manifold a(^). Suppose the kih transmitted signal 

arrives at the receiver as Mk time-delayed multipaths, with the m^th multi-

path arriving with a r^i time delay, a jml carrier phase, and power Pml from 

a direction of arrival and a polarization state defined by the vector 9ml. Then, 

the L X 1 baseband measurement at time t equals: 

X � =E f = i v ^ a ( d ^ l ) z U b : �( t - m -

where T̂  symbolizes the information symbol duration, u(t) denotes a rectan-

gular pulse with unit amplitude for 0 < t < Tb and zero elsewhere, and n(t) 

refers to an L x 1 additive noise vector. 

This received signal is time-sampled at each antenna at the sampling rate 

fs = Mc/Tc, where M � i s the number of samples per chip duration and is 

assumed to be an integer for mathematical simplicity, the sampled output at 

each antenna is then passed through a de-spreading filter with impulse response 

h(.) matched to the kth user's signature spreading sequence. Denoting r•(从)(7") 

as the cross-correlation between the jth and the kth signature sequences, the 

kth user's de-spreading filters produce the following L x 1 vector at the L 

antennas: 

y介)= 忠 a(4力{6!〜(、％ — 7•思)} 
+ L j 神 — 4 ) } + n(r) 

where Ns = NcX M � 

Form the L x AT, matrix Yf+科斤)： 

Y^•"巧 d j + 2；),...，y购 + ATJ；)] 
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Assume a binary symbol constellation, define the L x Ns data matrix at 

the zth symbol as 

X �= [ x ( i A g ， x ( i i V s + l)，... ’x(iArs + 7Vs- l ) ] 
K 

= E ( A a A C a A � + AkVkCkbf],) +N(z) 
k=l� V  

where, 

N � =l n ( i N , ) , n ( i N , + 1), • • • , n(iN, + iV, - 1)] 

where diag denotes a diagonal matrix having i = 1 , … ’ M^} 
as its 

diagonal elements. 

Use the "fractional self-decorrelation" projector for the kth user as 

P? ) djf I — E h ( E 约 " E i ^ V H ^ t ) ) " 

(4.5) 

This NcMc X NcMc projector PW projecting the time-sampled signal re-

ceived at each antenna through this self-decorrelating projector P(p)’ 

X � = X � Pif) (4.6) 

= � + 庙 + N w I p!”） 
I J 

because = 0. Note that this equation is true in a sense that the 

most dominant SOI (the kth user) energy is removed from X{i). X(z), in 
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the proposed scheme, is to substitute to form the I+N correlation 

matrix 斤’五T h a t is, signature sequence de-spreading process is no 

longer necessary to obtain 了+"，贴o). (he other hand, g:科科乂五刚 is 

to remain as defined in the original algorithm Chen et.al. [1]，Wong et.al. [2 

and Naguib et.al. [3 . 

That is, the L x N^ matrix 

文严列 djf [对讯 + Ts)，...，x(iT, + NsT,)] 

Then form the two matrices, 

记S+I+N,ESO) def (4 7) , 

二（I+N’ESCR),, 

The element-space-only beamforming weight vector w �严• �a i m s to maximize 

the SINR: 

麗 - 励 ) - r 啊 

-{I+N,ESO) 
W^K^ w 

= W 付 了+乂丑奶)w 
- -{I+N,ESO) 1 

W^K^ w 

That is, the optimum weight vector is obtained as: 

(ESO) defarg max W 付 丑 评 

w; - ^ ~ ~ “ + N，E s o ) (4.8) 
W丑K丨 W 

\ . 

is derived as the generalized eigenvector corresponding to the largest (in 

absolute value) generalized eigenvalue of the matrix pencil pair {Kj^SM-j+iv’丑so)，g广"’丑则}. 

This element-space-only (ESO) beamformer [1, 10, 11，12，23] implements a 

RAKE receiver with separable spatial processing and temporal processing. 

From the use of fractional self-decorrelation pre-processing, 队 i s 
�(J+N’ES(Y) ^ 

replaced by K^ which is a better estimation. 
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4.4 Physical Meaning of Fractional Self-Decorrelation 

Pre-processing 

When the SOI and MAFs multipaths arriving at the base-station, the SOI's 

fingers occupy the whole symbol duration in the post-despreaded baseband 

data if the assumption made by Wong&Lok et.al. [2] is not applicable. The 

purpose of "fractional self-decorrelation" pre-processing is to remove the SOI's 

dominant-energy multipaths which spread the whole symbol duration from the 

received baseband data to give the approximated I+N components which are 

used to form the I+N spatial correlation matrix. In the linear filtering aspect, , 

the fractional self-decorrelator rejects the SOI's multipaths with dominant en-

ergy, which means that it extracts the approximated SOI-free I+N components 

in raw baseband data. These I+N components are then used to form spatial 

correlation matrix for later on generalized eigen-decomposition. Like the case 

of self-decorrelator, the obtained I+N components are used to estimated the 

I+N components in raw baseband S+I+N data in terms of spatial correlation 

matrices, but not a direct estimation in time t or delay r domains. This is 

because the multipaths of SOI are correlated with those of MAI in the real 

fading channel environment. Hence, only the approximated SOI's contribution 

and SOI-free I+N's contribution in the raw baseband data are obtained. 

In the mathematical aspect, the fractional self-decorrelator is an eigen-

subspace to reject the SOI's dominant-energy multipaths and ；hence, allow 

most of the I+N components and SOI's low-energy components to pass through. 
� 

The fractional self-decorrelator P(p) is not a complete null space; otherwise, 

it will reject everything including SOI, MAI and noise and there will be zero-

energy output after the pre-processing of baseband data. In our scenario, the 

sum of the dimensions of SOI's eigen-subspace and I+N eigen-subspace is equal 

to the total dimensions of the space spanned by all discrete-time baseband data 

in a symbol duration. The eigen-subspace of SOI is orthogonal to that of I+N. 
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The reason why a certain number of largest eigenvectors is extracted from 

the column space of S in equation 4.3 to form the fractional self-decorrelator 

P � is that the specified range of arrival time delays is not a priori known 

to the receiver. In the case of self-decorrelator，we know that the range of 

arrival time delays of SOI's multipaths is within a small fraction of the symbol 

duration. So, we could use all the possible time delayed versions of SOI's 

signature waveform up to the maximum possible delay spread. Therefore, we 

do not need to use the largest eigenvectors in the column space of S in equation 

3.9 to form the self-decorrelator P丄.Instead, the whole column space of matrix 

S in equation 3.9 is used to reject all possible SOI's multipaths. In the case 

of fractional self-decorrelator, the SOI's multipaths' arrival delays occupy the . 

whole symbol duration. If all possible time-delayed signature waveforms are 

used to form the fractional self-decorrelator P(p)，P � will become the null 

matrix which blocks everything including SOI, MAI and noise. Therefore, the 

best method is to use a certain number of largest eigenvectors in the column 

space of S to represent the SOI's eigen-subspace in which the SOI's dominant-

energy multipaths lie in. The criteria for the selection of the value p in matrix 

P � will be our further research interest. 

4.5 Simulation Results 

Monte Carlo simulations are used to verify the efficiency of the proposed 

fractional self-decorrelator technique, with the fading channel's delay spread 

� equals a symbol period. Under such channel condition, the algorithms in 

1, 10，11，12, 23] would be inapplicable. Therefore, the method used by Naguib 

et.al. [3]and the interference cancellation methods used by Liu k Geraniotis 

5] and Luo & Blostein [6] are used to compare the performance of the pro-

posed method, which verify that the fractional decorrelation technique gives a 

notable improvement in the case of the multiple delay spread approaching the 
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symbol period and without "doubling" the channel capacity mentioned earlier 

in section 2.2. 

The simulation below demonstrates the significant improvements effected 

for the blind ESO version of the original methods in [10, 11’ 12]. The "frac-

tional self-decorrelator" is implemented with p = 60. 

All simulations below involves a uniform half-wavelength-spaced linear ar-

ray of 6 identical omni-directional antennas with no mutual coupling. 127-chip 

Gold codes are used as spreading sequences (with cross-correlation r("̂，知）=r 

among sequences at 0.4, unless otherwise stated) for the BPSK data symbol 

sequences, which are independent over time and among the sources. L = 2. 

The multipath carrier phase shift, is uniformly distributed in (0, tt] and ‘ 

independent across all multipaths and from trial to trial. The SOI has a direct 

path arrives from 0° from the broadside and a delayed path arriving from 15° 

from the broadside with an arrival delay that varies randomly from run to 

run with uniform distribution from 0 to 127 * L — 1 (within one symbol dura-

tion) integral number of time samples. There exist 3 interfering sources, each 

with direct and delayed paths respectively from —25° and 25°, -57° and 82°, 

57° and 17°. Each of these 6 interfering multipaths has an arrival delay that is 

randomized from run to run between 0 and 127* L —1(within a symbol period) 

integral number of time samples. A synchronous model with perfect chip syn-

chronization is assumed for the direct path. All SNR figures in all figures are 

computed with respect to the SOI's direct path. The delayed path is always 

—6dB weaker in power than the direct path from the same source, whether the 

source is the SOI or an interference. All SIR figures in all figures are computed 

for the direct path of an individual interfering source with respect to the SOI's 

direct path; and each interfering source has SIR equal —bdB. Also plotted in 

each figure is the hypothetical (and optimum, with respect to beamforming) 

case where no SOI energy exists in the I+N segment. Other details are listed 

in each figure's caption. Unless stated otherwise, each data point represents 
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the mean of 300 independent Monte Carlo experiments. 

Fig.4.1 plots the magnitude distribution of the singular values of S. It 

shows there exists a natural cut-off points in the selection of p. This means 

that there exists a certain number of eigenvectors dominant to the rest in 

the column space of matrix S. Fig.4.2 plots the spatial beam pattern for one 

particular Monte Carlo experiment comparing the proposed "blind" space-

time processing method with that in [3，21]. Fig.4.3 plots the spatial beam 

pattern comparing the proposed "blind" space-time processing method with 

that in [5, 6]. The proposed method places a higher beamformer peak over the 

arrival angles of both paths of the SOI but deeper nulls against the interference. 一 

Relative to the ideal but hypothetical case where no SOI energy exists in 

the I+N data group, the proposed method produces the best possible SOI 

constructive summation band interference rejection for the given antenna array. 

The beamformer output SINR's for the proposed method and the method 

in ( Naguib et.al. k Suard et.al. ) [3’ 21] are respectively 83% and 53% of the 

ideal case where there is no SOI energy existing in the I+N data group, for 

300 independent Monte Carlos runs. For the interference cancellation methods 

used by Liu k Geraniotis [5] and Luo k Blostein [6], the simulation result shows 

that their output SINR are 41% and 37% of the ideal case respectively. This 

shows that the proposed fractional self-decorrelation pre-processing not only 

has a substantial improvement compared with Naguib et.al. [3]'s method, but 

also it has a comparable performance with Liu k Geraniotis [5] and Luo k 

Blostein [6 . 
k -

Fig.4.4，plotting the beamformer's SINR versus the input SIR (defined 

above), shows the proposed “ fractional self-decorrelator" pre-processing tech-

nique consistently improves the method in (Naguib et.al. k Suard et.al.) [3, 21 

by 2 to 4 dB. Compared with the proposed algorithm, the interference cancel-

lation methods developed by Liu k Geraniotis [5] and Luo k Blostein [6] are 

consistently worse by about 3 to 6 dB. 
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Fig.4.5, plotting the beamformer's SINR versus the input SNR (defined 

above), shows the proposed technique consistently improves the method in 

(Naguib et.al. k Suard et.al.) [3, 21] by 2 to 6 dB. The methods developed 

by Liu k Geraniotis [5] and Luo k Blostein [6] are consistently worse than the 

proposed method by about 1 to 6 dB. 

Fig.4.6, plotting the beamformer's output SINR versus the spreading se-

quences' cross-correlation coefficients, shows the proposed technique's improved 

robustness against the near-far problem from another perspective. This figure 

shows clearly that the drop off point of the curves in other methods mentioned 

above are lower than the proposed method when the cross-correlation r ap-

proaches to 1. There is a 3 dB lower in Suard et.al. [21] and Naguib et.al. [3 ‘ . 

cases while there is a 4 dB lower in Liu k Geraniotis [5] and Luo k Blostein [6. 

methods. Also，the proposed method's performance is consistently better than 

the method by Naguib et.al. [3] from 3 to 12 dB while there is a comparable 

performance of the proposed method compared with Liu k Geraniotis [5] and 

Luo h Blostein [6] cases. 

Fig.4.7 plots the beamformer's output SINR versus the number of p of 

eigenvectors used in defining the self-decorrelating projection matrix P(P). AS p 

increases, the MAI and noise in the I+N data group becomes a poorer estimate 

for the MAI and noise in the S+I+N data group. Therefore, this lowers the 

beamforming performance. 

Below are the eight graphs showing the above details. 

«. 
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path 2 " � a t h 

Arrival angles of SOI's multipaths 0° 15° 

Arrival angles of 3 MAI's multi- -25° 25° 

paths 

-57° 82� 

57° 17° 

Arrival time delays of SOI's mul- 0 chips randomized within the 

tipaths whole symbol interval 

Arrival time delays of 3 MAI's randomized within the randomized within the 

multipaths whole symbol interval whole symbol interval 

SIR -5dB 6dB weaker than • 

path 

SNR bdB MB weaker than 

path 

cross-correlation among all users' 0.4 

signature sequences r 

number of time samples per chip 2 

number of largest eigenvectors 60 

chosen p 

A half-wavelength-spaced uniform linear array with 6 antenna elements 

with no mutual coupling 

Table 4.1: Summary list of parameter values from figures 4.2 to 4.7 



Chapter 5 

Complexity Analysis and 

Schematics of Proposed 

Techniques 

5.1 Computational Complexity 

5.1.1 Self-Decorrelation Applied in Element-Space-Only 

(ESO) RAKE Receiver 

Assume the L x 1 baseband measurement at time t equals: 

X � =E f = i 力 EUb^'uit — zT, -

Ck(t - m - + n � (5.1) 

� which is the same as Eq.(3.1). In the computational analysis, we assume the 

number of chips of each multiple access user's spreading sequence is N^ and 

Mc samples are taken per chip period. Therefore, we denote Ns = N^^ M^ 

which stands for the total number of time samples within a symbol period. 

After the baseband signal is received, it is passed through the matched 

filter of the (A:th) desired user, hk[n] =hk(nTc/Mc). 

64 
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A ) Computational requirement by the original algorithm [1 

The computational requirement of the matched filtering process is ANbNs{Ns-

1) real addition and 2NbNsNs real multiplication by assuming that the received 

baseband signal has I & Q components represented by complex numbers. We 

assume that N^ symbol intervals are considered. 

After the received baseband signal is passed through the matched filter of 

the desired user, each symbol interval can be divided into two segments.They 

are the S+I+N segment containing much of the SOI energy and the I+N 

segment which is away from the "fingers" duration.Hence, the two spatial 

correlation matrix 〜）and K广斤）are formed by the two segments in ‘ 

the delay r domain respectively. 

When forming spatial correlation matrix we assume the mul-

tipath delay spread is D chips and we have DM�samples in the duration 

of "fingers" in each symbol interval. Therefore，we need A(DMcNb - l)LL 

real addition and�DMM>)LL real multiplication. Since the matrix g f 斤 ） 

is Hermitian, there are 4(jDMcNb - 1)L\ real addition and A{DMcNb)L\ real 

multiplication needed to form the matrix. 

Similarly, for the spatial correlation matrix we need 4(Nb{Ns -

DMc) - l)L\ real addition and {4Nt{Ns — DMc))L\ real multiplication when 

using the delay segment away from the "fingers" segment. 

B ) Computational requirement by using the self-decorrelation 

� pre-processing 

We need —bDM人N, — 1) real addition and 2NbDM具 real multiplication 

in the matched filtering process since it is assumed that the multipath delay 

spread is D chips. This is the same as the original algorithm mentioned above. 

For each symbol interval, the total number of time samples is Ns = Nc^Mc. 

Therefore, the size of the self-decorrelation projector is Ng x Ng. 
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When the raw received baseband signal is passed through the self-decorrelation 

pre-processing, we need 4:Ns{Ns - 1) real addition and ANgNs real multiplica-

tion per symbol interval 

After the matched filtering process, the received baseband signal forms 

S+I+N data group in the "fingers" segment in each symbol interval. The 

spatial correlation matrix K产斤） i s formed. After the self-decorrelation 

pre-processing to the received baseband signal, the spatial correlation matrix 

is formed by using the I+N data group within the whole symbol interval 

in the time t domain. 

The two spatial correlation matrix block size is L x L, where L is the 

number of elements in the antenna array. ‘ . 

Also, we assume N^ symbol intervals are considered when forming the two 

spatial correlation matrix. 

Therefore, when forming the spatial correlation matrix 它产+^十斤),the com-

putational steps are the same as the original algorithm.That is，there are 

4{DMcNt - 1)L\ real addition and A(DMcNb)L\ real multiplication. 

For the spatial correlation matrix, we need (A[NsNb - 1))L! real 

addition and {ANsNt,)L\ real multiplication. 

C ) Extra steps needed 

When we consider the Element-Space-Only(ESO) RAKE receiver, the use 

of self-decorrelation pre-processing algorithm leads to the additional compu-

tation steps which include 2Nb{DMc + Ns)Ns + 4NbDMcLl real multiplication 

� and 4NbDMc(Ns - 1) + 4(NbDMc)Ll real addition compared with the original 

algorithm by Chen et.al. [1]. So, there are extra 2(DMc + + 4DMcLl 

real multiplication and WMJJ^S - 1) + 4(Z)Mc)L! real addition operations per 

symbol period. 
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5.1.2 Fractional Self-Decorrelation Applied in Element-

Space-Only (ESO) RAKE Receiver 

A ) Method proposed by Naguib et.al. [3] and Suard et.al. [21 

When the received baseband signal is passed through the matched filter, 

the S+I+N data group is formed and it needs 4{Ns - l)NsNi, real addition 

and 2NsNsNb real multiplication during the process. The duration of both 

S+I+N and I+N data groups are the whole symbol interval which includes 

Ns = Nc* Mc data samples, unlike the proposed algorithm by Chen et.al. [1], 

which the symbol interval can be divided into two segments representing the 

S+I+N and I+N data group respectively. , 

In the algorithm of Naguib et.al. [3], I+N data group is the received base-

band signal itself. 

Therefore, for the formation of spatial correlation matrix it requires 

4:{NsNb - l)L\ real addition and 4NsNbL\ real multiplication. 

Similarly, for the formation of g 产 列 spatial correlation matrix, it also 

needs 4(NsNb — 1)L! real addition and 4NsNbL\ real multiplication. 

B ) Interference Cancellation Method proposed by Luo Blostein 

6 

Since the received baseband signal needs to be despreaded, it needs A{Ns -

^)NsNb real addition and 2NsNsNb real multiplication during the process to 

form S+I+N data group. 

The received baseband signal also needs to be despreaded by the orthogonal 

matched filter for the interference cancellation purpose.So, it also needs i{Ns -

l)NsNb real addition and 2NsNsNb real multiplication. 

If we consider Nb symbol intervals , it needs i{NsNb-l)L\ real addition and 

4NsNbL\ real multiplication to form the spatial correlation matrix 例. 
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Similarly, it requires 4{NsNb - l)L\ real addition and ANgNbLl real multi-

plication to form the spatial correlation matrix 

C ) Interference Cancellation Method proposed by Liu Geran-

iotis [5 

In the algorithm proposed by Liu k Geraniotis [5], the S+I+N data group 

is also formed by passing the received baseband signal through the matched 

filter of the desired user. It requires A{Ns - VjNsNb real addition and 2NsNJ% 

real multiplication. 

Also, the received baseband signal is needed to pass through the orthogonal 

matched filter for interference cancellation purpose.lt needs 4:{Ns - VjNsNb real ‘ . 

addition and 2NsNsNi real multiplication. 

Assumed that Ni symbol intervals are considered, it requires ^{NsNiy-\)L\ 

real addition and ANsNbLl real multiplication to form the spatial correlation 

matrix 明 . 

Similarly, it requires “[NM — 1)L\ real addition and AN具L\ real mul-

tiplication to form the spatial correlation matrix The computational 

operations needed are the same as Luo & Blostein [6 . 

D ) The proposed Fractional Self-Decorrelation Pre-processing 

For the proposed fractional self-decorrelation pre-processing method, the 

received baseband signal is first passed through the matched filters in each 

antenna elements to form S+I+N data group so it requires i(Ns - VjNgNb real 

� addition and 2NsNsNb real multiplication, which is the same as the methods 

mentioned above. 

The fractional self-decorrelation pre-processing is like an orthogonal eigen-

subspace projector with size Ns x Ns. When the received baseband data is 

passed through it, W人Ns - l)real addition and •具 real multiplication are 

needed per symbol period. 
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After the received baseband signal is passed through the proposed subspace 

projector, the most significant SOI energy is removed and hence I+N data 

group is formed. 

The spatial correlation matrix f ^ ! 科例 is formed by requiring 4:{NsNb 一 

1)L! real addition and ANsNtLl real multiplication if Nb symbol periods are 

considered. 

For the spatial correlation matrix it needs 華具-l)L\ real ad-

dition and 4NsNbL\ real multiplication. 

E ) Comparison among all the methods 

Compared with the method suggested by Naguib et.al. [3], the proposed ‘ • 

algorithm needs extra •人N^ - l)Nb real addition and iNsNsNb real multi-

plication operations if Nb symbol periods are considered. 

If the proposed fractional self-decorrelation pre-processing is compared with 

Luo k Blostein [6] and Liu k Geraniotis [5], there are extra 2NsNsNb real 

multiplication operations needed. 

Therefore, the extra computational steps when the proposed method is 

used are 4:Ns{Ns - 1) real addition and ANsNs real multiplication per sym-

bol interval, compared with Naguib et.al. [3]. There are additional 2NsNs 

real multiplication operations per symbol period if we compare the proposed 

method with Luo k Blostein [6] and Liu & Geraniotis [5 . 

5.2 Schematics of the Two Proposed Techniques 
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Figure 5.3: Detailed schematics of Element-Space-Only(ESO) RAKE receiver 
with Self-Decorrelation technique 
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Figure 5.4: Detailed schematics of Element-Space-Only(ESO) RAKE receiver 
with Fractional Self-Decorrelation Pre-processing 



Chapter 6 

Summary and Conclusion 

6.1 Summary of the Thesis 

In the thesis, a class of signal processing schemes developed in Naguib et.al. 

:3] k Suard et.al. [21], Liu k Zoltowski [4], Wong et.al. [2], Chen et.al. [1], 

Liu k Geraniotis [5] and Luo k Blostein [6] have been reviewed. 

These schemes are applied to the family of maximum-SINR blind space-

time RAKE receiver for DS-CDMA where the single-user-type detectors are 

used. These types of receivers are used to tackle the "near-far" problem exist-

ing in the single-user-type detectors. 

The significance of this family of blind space-time receivers is that (1) 

the channel's multipath arrival angle or arrival delay or power profile are not 

necessarily estimated i， (2) knowledge of the receiver's nominal or actual 

antenna array manifold is not needed and (3) only the desired user's signature 

sequence is required.This is an advantage for downlink because the mobile 

� handset would only need its own signature sequence but not the other users' 

signature sequence. 

iNo non-information symbol sequence for training is needed. 
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6.1.1 The Self-Decorrelation Pre-processing Technique 

In Naguib et.al. [3] and Suard et.al. [21], the raw received baseband signal is 

passed through the desired user's matched filters. The output of the matched 

filters is the S+I+N data group which is then used to form the S+I+N spatial 

correlation matrix. For the formation of I+N spatial correlation matrix, the 

un-despreaded received data, I+N data group，is used. This scheme separates 

the spatial and temporal processing, which is thus incapable to make good use 

of the fading channel's two-dimensional space-time structure. 

In Liu k Zoltowski [4], an extended scheme which uses both spatial and 

temporal information is proposed. The S+I+N space-time correlation matrix is , 

formed by using the despreaded output, S+I+N data group while I+N space-

time correlation matrix is formed by using the un-despread recevied data, 

I+N data group. Since there is a multipaths' arrival delay temporal struc-

ture change when the received baseband data is passed through the temporal 

despreading filter, this means that the I+N data group is a poor estimation 

for the interference and noise corrupting the S+I+N data group. Hence, the 

resulted beamformer's weight vector is not well-estimated. 

In Wong et.al. [2] and Chen et.al. [1], the problem that there is a change in 

temporal structure in the above scheme is alleivated. There is an assumption 

that the multipath arrival delay spread is within a small fraction of a symbol 

duration, such as IS-95 standard. The S+I+N data group is formed from the 

despreading filter's output during the delay segment in each symbol's period 

containing the cluster of "fingers" while the remaining delay segment is used 

to form the I+N data group. So, both S+I+N and I+N data groups are in the 
delay r domain. 

However, there is a common problem in the three schemes that a significant 

or even a trace of SOI's energy exists in the I+N data group. This means 

that the estimated beamformer will reject a significant portion of the desired 
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signal and receive the multiple access interference. In the thesis, a novel self-

decorrelation technique is proposed to perform the pre-processing before the 

despreading filter so that there is no SOI's energy left in the I+N data group. 

The self-decorrelator is the orthogonal space with reference to the vector space 

spanned by the desired signature sequence and its time-delayed versions up to 

the duration of the cluster of "fingers" within a symbol interval. Therefore, the 

trace of SOI energy due to the non-zero lag autocorrelation in delay domain 

would be removed. The more accurate I+N data group is estimated. 

In the simulation, the self-decorrelation technique is applied at the simplest 

beamforming version, the element-space-only version of this family of receivers 

developed in Wong et.al. [2] and Chen et.al. [1 . ‘ 

From the simulation, the self-decorrelation technique shows a significant 

improvement over the scheme proposed by Chen et.al. [1], which means that 

there is a need to remove all SOI energy in I+N delay segment (I+N data group) 

in order to give good estimation to the interference and noise corrupting the 

S+I+N data group. 

6.1.2 The Fractional Self-Decorrelation Pre-processing 

Technique 

In Chen et.al. [1] and Wong et.al. [2], it is necessary to have the assump-

tion that the multipath delay spread in the fading channel is within a small 

fraction of a symbol duration. However, there is a substantial demand in 

the speed of data rate for the next generation wireless communication which 

makes this assumption inappliciable. Therefore, in the thesis, a novel fractional 

self-decorrelation pre-processing which extends the idea of self-decorrelation is 

proposed under the assumption that the multipath delay spread approaches 

the whole symbol duration. 

The proposed fractional self-decorrlation pre-processing is the orthogonal 
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eigen-subspace which is orthogonal to the eigen-subspace spanned by select-

ing a certain number of largest singular-value column vectors in the matrix 

Sk in equation 4.3 which stores all possible time-delayed signature waveforms 

occupying the whole symbol duration. This self-decorrelator is with arbitary 

dimension but not equal to the full dimension spanned by using all the time 

samples in a symbol interval. After the received baseband data is passed 

through the orthogonal eigen-subspace, a significant portion of SOI's domi-

nant energy is removed. The output of the fractional self-decorrelator is the 

approximated SOI-free I+N data group. 

This pre-processing scheme has significant advantage over the schemes pro-

posed by Liu & Geraniotis [5] and Luo k Blostein [6]. In their work, it is nec- • 

essary to have an orthogonal signature sequence corresponding to each of the 

desired user's spreading sequence for interference cancellation, which means 

doubling the channel capacity occupied by each multiple access user. Also, the 

schemes proposed by Chen et.al. [1] and Wong et.al. [2] could not be applied 

since the multipath delay spread occupies the whole symbol duration. 

Since the schemes developed in Chen et.al. [1] and Wong et.al. [2] are 

inappliciable, the simulation results will compare the various performance of 

the proposed fractional self-decorrelation pre-processing , Naguib et.al. [3]，s 

scheme，Liu & Geraniotis [5]'s scheme and Luo k Blostein [6]，s scheme. 

The proposed technique is applied in the Element-Space-Only (ESO) beam-

forming version of the family of maximum-SINR blind space-time RAKE re-

ceivers in Chen et.al. [1] and Wong et.al. [2] in the simulation experiments. 

� Prom the simulation results, the fractional self-decorrelation pre-processing 

shows a comparable performance with Liu et.al [5] and Luo et.al. [6]. Also, 

there is a significant improvement, about 30 % better than Naguib et.al. [3. 

scheme which there is a significant SOI energy in the I+N data group. 
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6.2 Conclusion 

Two novel self-decorrelation pre-processings are proposed. They are funda-

mentally different to the well-known decorrelating detector which requires all 

multiple access users' spreading sequences and the estimated cross-correlation 

coefficients among the users. For the two proposed self-decorrelation pre-

processings, only the desired user's signature sequence is a priori known. The 

self-decorrelator is a projection matrix corresponding to the orthogonal sub-

space which is orthogonal to the SOI's subspace spanned by all possible time-

delayed versions of the desired user's signature sequences up to the duration of 

"fingers" in the post-despread baseband data. The fractional self-decorrelation , 

pre-processing is the projection matrix which is the orthogonal eigen-subspace 

orthogonal to the SOI's eigen-subspace spanned by selecting a certain mim-

ber of the largest singular-value column vectors in the column space of Sk in 

equation 4.3. They aim to remove the irreducible error floor existing in the 

single-user-type detector in DS-CDMA at high SNR as shown in the simulation 
results. 

6.3 Future Work 

The theoretical performance analysis of these two pre-processing techniques 

is being conducted. The journal version of the work will involve both the 

statistical analysis of the two proposed techniques and how these two pro-

posed techniques are used in the family of receiver architectures proposed by 

� Chen et.al. [1], which includes the Blind Element-Space-Only, Blind Element-

Space/Delay,Blind Element-Space/Delay-DFT and Blind Beamspace/Delay-

DFT RAKE receivers. 

The criteria for selecting the value of p in fractional self-decorrelator P � 

will be investigated. It is predicted that it will depend on the number of 
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interfering sources and the value of cross-correlation between SOI's multipaths 

and MAI's mulitpaths, which means that how severe the near-far problem 

is. This is because the value of p classifies the whole vector space spanned 

by all the time-samples in a symbol duration into SOI's eigen-subspace, MAI's 

eigen-subspace and noise's subspace. The derived SOI's eigen-subspace, MAI's 

eigen-subspace and noise's eigen-subspace are orthogonal to each other. This 

classification depends on the value of p which might be changed due to the 

cross-correlation among the SOI and MAI's multipaths in real fading channel 

environment. 

In the two proposed pre-processing techniques, a priori known of the SOI's 

multipath delay spread is needed. We will find out this priori knowledge from ‘ . 

the output of the pre-processing so that this priori knowledge could be known 

at the receiver side in advance. Hence, an appropriate self-decorrelator is 

adopted with different assumptions to maintain good BER performance. 

� 
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Appendix A 

Generalized Eigenvalue Problem 

A. l Standard Eigenvalue Problem 

Given an n x n square matrix A, an eigenvector is a nonzero vector x such 

that Ax = Ax for some scalar A. A scalar A is called an eigenvalue of A if 

there is a non-trivial solution x of Ax = Ax; such an x is called an eigenvector 

corresponding to A. 

Reformulate the equation Ax = Ax, it can be expressed as: 

(A - AI)x = 0 (A.l) 

A.2 Generalized Eigenvalue Problem 

If the identity matrix I is replaced by a square matrix B with some other 

properties in Eq.(A.l), the equation becomes 

� （A - AB)x = 0 (A.2) 

With different properties of matrix A and B, there are some properties of 

the solving method of Eq.(A.2). 
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Case 1 ： 

If B is invertible, Eq.(A.2) will be expressed as, 

(B-iA)x = Ax (A.3) 

The equation has the same form as Eq.(A.l). 

Case 2 : 

If A is invertible and B is non-invertiable, Eq.(A.2) can be expressed as the 

form like case 1 as follows 

( A - A B ) x == 0 

A x = ABx ‘ 

^ A x = Bx 
A 
(全)x = ( A - i B ) x (A.4) 

The equation becomes the form like Eq.(A.l).Since B is singular, A—^B is 

singular and has at least one zero eigenvalue fi, which means A is infinite. 

Case 3 : 

From [24], if both A and B, of size n x n are Hermitian, and B is positive def-

inite,the generalized eigenvalue problem Eq.(A.2) has n real eigenvalues and 

n corresponding linearly independent eigenvectors that can be chosen to be 

orthogonal in the inner product (x,y) = x'By，where (.)' is the conjugate 

transpose.Moveover,if A is positive definite, the eigenvalues are all positive. 

When we find the beamforming weight vector w to maximize the SINR 

ratio, the solution is the largest generalized eigenvector of the matrix pencil 

pair 

This is because in the expression of SINR ratio, 
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麵 = w 唯 〜 

= w 付 : 耶 则 w — 1 
I 

we have to find w such that it maximizes the numerator w丑 斤)w 
% 

and minimizes the denominator w^fi f^^^w simultaneously. 

In the simple case, if we have a quadratic form Q(x) = x'^Ax ’ where ( . ) � 

means transpose operation ,A is an n x n symmetric matrix, there exists an 

orthogonal transform x = Py such that, 

Q ( x ) = X T A X ‘ . 

= Q ( y ) 

= y T p T A P y 

= y T p - i A P y , (••• p T p = I) 

=yTDy 

(A.5) 

where A = P D P - \ the columns of P are the eigenvectors of A and the 

diagonal matrix D contains the corresponding eigenvalues in the diagonal en-

tries. 

Therefore, in this simple case, the largest value of Q(x) is the largest eigen-

value Xmax of A and the corresponding x = v 贿 and the minimum value of 

Q(x) is the smallest eigenvalue Xmin of A and the corresponding x = \rnin-

� That is，A can be expressed as ’ A =入騰 v隱 v ^：^ + . . . + A^v^vf + 

^ AmmVmmV î̂ , where Xi is the eigenvalues of A with the corresponding 
eigenvectors v^ 

The above mentioned mathematical details are in Lay [25 • 

Therefore we have to find the largest generalized eigenvector of the matrix 

pencil pair ( g f 斤 ) ’ so that w can maximize the SINR ratio,That 
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is, finding the largest generalized eigenvector of the following generalized eigen-

value problem. 

( g，+ i v ) _ A g 丨 = 0 (A.6) 
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